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The Sheikh Zayed Book Award honours the outstanding achievements of
innovators and thinkers in literature, the arts and humanities in Arabic and
other languages. Launched in 2007 and covering nine categories, the
award promotes creativity, advances Arabic literature and culture, and
provides new opportunities for Arabic-language writers. 

Authors writing about Arab culture and civilisation in English, French,
German, Italian and Spanish are also recognised by the award. In addition
to honouring writers and their publishers, the award addresses the
important role that translators play in helping to bridge the cultural and
literary gap between Arab and non-Arab readers and authors.

Open to any individual contributing to the region’s cultural development,
the award categories include: Contribution to the Development of Nations,
Children’s Literature, Young Author, Translation, Literature, Literary and Art
Criticism, Arab Culture in Other Languages, Publishing and Technology,
and Cultural Personality of the Year (individual and organisation). Each
award category has its own judging panel that is comprised of three to five
distinguished regional and international literary figures.

This booklet features translations into English of winning titles from the
three awards of Literature, Young Author and Children’s Literature.
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Moncef Ouhaibi, born in 1949 in
Tunisia, is Professor of Arabic Literature
at the Universities of Kairouan and
Sousse and a permanent member of the
Tunisian Academy of Sciences, Letters
and Arts. He has published numerous
poetry books in both Arabic and
French, as well as writing short films
and documentaries, notably En attendant
Averroès (Waiting for Averroès), Paul
Klee à Hammamet (Paul Klee in Ham-
mamet), Devant les portes de Kairouan
(Before the gates of Kairouan) and Pays
qui me ressemble (Country that looks like
me), which has been translated into sev-
eral languages. He has been nominated
for several prizes including the Comar

d’Or literary prize, the Okaz Poet award
for Arab poetry, and the Nikos Gatsos
literary prize.
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Winner of the Sheikh Zayed Book Award 
for Literature 2020

About the Collection
The Penultimate Cup includes sixty poems of various lengths, subject matter and
themes, with their aspects ranging through the philosophical, the historical, the meta-
physical, the aesthetic, the linguistic and the rhythmic. The cup in the title, and in
one of the poems, may symbolize the infinite and the constant hope for new life,
new horizons and new poetry that is completely open. The poems are as open to
life and the real world as they are to the past and to tradition. They address humanity
and dig into the emotional depths of humanity. They address collectivity and pose
multiple questions on its behalf. As a whole the poems in the collection create a
space with multiple identities, eastern and western, Arab and international, a space
where cultures have cross-fertilised throughout history and continue to do so.

Published by Meskeliani Publishing and Distribution, Tunisia, 2019. 
ISBN 9789938240757, 420 pages.

The Penultimate Cup
by Moncef Ouhaibi



A Field of Watermelons,
Harvested by the Stars
A History of the Arabs

For the caravans of the Soninke African
Amazigh Saracen Arabs, the gypsies of
the age,
at the gates to every town and citadel,
as I retrace their history and take in
their words – from al-Kindi’s House of
Wisdom to the traces of Khawla’s
encampment.
I have a scout’s walking stick to stop the
sand cutting off our ruins from theirs. I
plant it in the sand and in a wind like
the blast from a furnace. I cast my shadow over it. With it I jump over
waters and turn words over, as one turns embers in a fire. I release the
words from their promise and I set my rhythm to the metre of their poetry,
to the last palm tree rotting in the water and the sky turns in the folds of
their blueness and in their green mirror. (And things are more beautiful
when they rot or change). Where the salt in the desert was ice, it may have
confused me about the tracks and passes, had I not had my own language,
and words as my horses, I would have said that this, the land portrayed,
from close and from afar, was their land – from Ptolemy’s Geographia to
Ibn Hawqal’s book on routes, realms, deserts and wastelands, when he
roamed around Byzantium and the Caucasus, and travelled by night from
Baghdad till the rays of the sun rose, one sun for each land, and on to Ibn
Khaldoun’s Prologemena, where he chronicles decline, looking out from
Tazghout. All he can see is the plains, the plains of Oran, to the markets of
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Biskra and Meknes, and the gates of Africa, to the race tracks there in the
markets of Cadiz. There we loaded onto our horses all the prizes for
nobility, and all the prizes for slavery. As far as Gaul and Greece, to
Giorgione absorbed in his painting The Gypsy Woman and the Soldier in
Rome, and Scarlatti’s music and organ;
and melodies as decorative as our women.

* * *

Moros y cristianos

Christians’ rice and we are the Muslims’ beans
Together we were born or will yet be born beyond the city walls, in hay
carts or on a train 
or a ship (Noah’s ark) or boats that cross the mountainous waves of the
Mediterranean.
We are the peddlers of suitcases and brooms, spoons and coat hooks. We
are horse traders, grooms and guards in the stables. We are the makers of
medical equipment and feeding troughs. The makers of shovels we are,
makers of tables and chairs and blankets we are, makers of baskets, grape
pickers, the ones who press wine for kings and wash their gold.
We have inns and taverns on the highways, we do. We have fish and fruit,
wine aged in goatskin bags, or salted caviar, slices of spicy pork. We have
hay, barley for horses, our horses. We lay on performing bear shows and
preserve our genealogies, and our mother was a slave girl to Abraham. We
are the sons of the Nile, the nomads of Nejd, the descendants of Qahtan,
the Lakhmids of Iraq, the Ghassanids of Syria, the Muslims of Granada
who converted to Christianity and were baptized (hiding their
circumcision under their striped silk underwear), merchants of the river
basin in Senegal, brigands, robbers of pilgrims in the markets of Mecca,
traders in buckets and atlases of wells in the desert. 
In Chinguetti, we are slave traders, those who kidnap the women of the
land of bananas and the houris of Oualata: gold, coins, silver in the hair, on
chests and in noses. At the feasts of the Soninke women’s bodies we steal
the women’s eyelashes. We turn blackberries into apples. From alchemy we
have fire and from the sweet part of noxious ore we have quicksilver to
fashion bracelets and earrings for them. We are the currency forgers in
Madrid or Rome, the money changers and brokers: the streets and the
alleys are our bourse. We have nowhere to go – thieves of the night and
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daylight robbers. 
(Beside the granaries my father calls out to my brother:
“Bolt the door, you son of a bitch. Don’t forget.” Darkness was falling but
the lantern man hadn’t brought us oil in his jar that night, and they hadn’t
lit the village squares for us.)

* * *

Laid low by pretty women, wine and Indian hemp,
with the foxes and the wolves,
with the storks and the cranes,
we drink toasts.
We weep like them at times and like them we sing the songs of the Aleppan
goat at times,
we laugh like them at times.
These vineyards are ours, and so are the peas and the women in them.
And the women standing on the road, on the pavement, are our women,
reading our fortunes for us.

* * *

The night closed in on me in Galera. The cloak was the shadow of her
nakedness, and the cloak was the weight of the shadow. She gave me two
lips, frail in their blackness. She gave me some fledglings, still young,
shedding their first feathers. I was about to reach for them, and I almost
did, but . . . 
Beneath the wall figs grew in Granada. When I was young I used to climb
down to pick them slowly, and climb back up, my mouth full of fig milk
all for you, my lady queen. You were mine, the feathers itching to emerge
from under your skin. And to me the saliva of the fruit was like the down
of a fledgling.
And the Virgin Mary’s bird, about to take flight, on a leather patch by the
door to her mosque.
The singing was mine. Love after death is like death after love. It was the
third, the excluded middle.
Who is that Soninke stranger then? Is it me?
(My name is Mamadi Safid because in Ouagadougou I fell in love with
the beautiful Yatabare; her dowry was the python Bida. Every year the most
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beautiful Soninke woman was sacrificed to it. In his eyes, two white eyes
were on fire, or maybe two eggs? I’ve forgotten. He had seven heads and I
tore them all off. I’d have forgotten were it not for my riddle in Bambari:
“we have a field of watermelons, harvested by the stars”.)
In the kaleidoscope, we are free men and bastards, pirates and soldiers,
heretics and a mixture of riffraff, mulattos, noblemen, poets and foundlings.
Kind, generous and passionate. We may be in love and not be in love. As
innocent as the dead we are, and murderers, and murderers may return to
the place, but we do not. In Madrid and Catalonia we are ghosts white
and black, Greeks and Arabs, barbers, tailors, weavers, coachmen, tinsmiths,
builders, coppersmiths, blacksmiths, sculptors, reciters of zajal. 
I, a pirate sailing the Mediterranean at twenty, 
chained to the oar at fifty, day and night, in the fleet, in Iberia and the
Atlantic, fastening the planks together with fibre ropes.
My hands shackled behind my back
Tratto di corda
strung up by the wrists in the squares of Milan and Turin. Heaven is very
far away.
In Transylvania, I am György Dózsa, the rebel peasant.
György Dózsa 
My people are the gypsies of Timișoara. They made us a throne, a crown,
and a sceptre of iron.
They fanned their fire with their bellows and savoured my flesh to the
rhythm of a viol.
I am in Andalusia
El Tuzaní de la Alpujarra
The Lord of Alpujarras, I have Berja and Gabia, in silver hills that are our
high wall. 
Castile and Granada are mine, as are the green lowlands between them. 
From a small window in Boabdil’s tower in Alhambra, I look towards
Castile. His horsemen were waiting at the gate, the wheat was ripening on
the plains. In the glare of the sun the horsemen were like the buzzing of
bees in two beams of light, which streamed from north to south and from
south to north, like us, the Moriscos. 
In Garcilaso’s works
and in “The Siege of Santa Fe the town”, I wore their uniform.
In the masque plays, I saw my head at the tips of my people’s spears.
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In Valencia, I danced on tiptoes,
in a tapestry of wool. 
In Evora, on the Atlantic coast, I sang for you in the plays of Gil Vicente
and put our horses up for sale, proudly, to a Fado tune played on the white
keys of the piano.
In Granada, to the rhythm of hammer and bellows, we awoke our
ancestors, the eaters of stones, who were gathered in the hollowed cave
around Sacromonte,
by the deserted brick kilns, precious and malign. 
This flamenco is “the sound of spurting blood” to us, my sad song
cante jondo
Their castles lit up for them, the Nasrids, when we crossed the river Darro
in structures made of bark, hemp and wicker, drawn by oxen and women.
We followed behind on foot.
1492: Columbus sets off to his new world (America, our empirical god).
And we were setting off for Africa.
Our time had not yet come. We aged and died.
We awaken words in a language that sleeps deep in the bliss of oblivion.
From its corpse its voice still rises, from al-Kindi’s House of Wisdom, from
the remains of Khawla’s encampment.
So be it . . .
We Saracen Amazigh African and Soninke people,
at the gates to every town or citadel, in every sea or desert,
we have the poetry of herdsmen,
and we have seven arts, the eighth of which is death, which tames them
for us.
Now even Noah’s ark, anchored with us in Ayn Warda,
We make holes in it and descend
we and the animals
blacks and whites
hand in hand together
a couple of each
We dive into the mountainous waves
and emerge naked into life. 

Translated by Huda Fakhreddine and Jonathan Wright
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Born in Meknes, Morocco, in 1945,
Bensalem Himmich is a novelist, poet,
essayist, professor of philosophy, and a
former Minister of Culture for Mo-
rocco. With a PhD in Philosophy from
the University of Paris, and writing in
both Arabic and French, a number of his
works have been translated into several
other languages. The Egyptian Writers’
Union selected his novel Majnoun Al-
Hukm (The Theocrat) as one of the 100
best novels of the 20th Century, and an-
other novel, Mu’adhdhibati (My Torturess),
was shortlisted for the International
Prize for Arabic Fiction. Himmich re-
ceived the grand award of the French
Academy of Toulouse in 2011.

The Self – Between Existence
and Creation

by Bensalem Himmich

Winner of the Sheikh Zayed Book Award 
for Literature 2019

About the Book
This work is far more than the straightforward autobiography its title seems to sug-
gest; instead it diffuses the author’s life into its literary, intellectual, linguistic, and cul-
tural dimensions. It opens with a discussion on autobiographical writing per se, citing
earlier examples, in Arabic and other languages, and reflects on the genre’s problem-
atics. The first chapter recounts the author’s life. Subsequent chapters move mainly
into the domain of creation, with four categories reflecting the author’s many inter-
ests and concerns: literary, intellectual, linguistic, and cultural. The penultimate chap-
ter, “My Polemics” opens with a survey of intellectual controversies in Islamic history,
before offering four of his own polemical stands. In the last chapter the author reflects
on the emergence of a new and negative kind of cultural “hegemony”.

Published by al-Markaz al-Thaqafi lil-Kitab, Morocco, 2018
ISBN: 9789954705391.



DURING THE first and second
phases of my secondary education, co-
inciding with my adolescence and
early youth, it never even occurred to
me that one day I might become a
writer. All my father knew about the
written dimension was memorization
and copying, and my elder brother, as
a student of mechanical engineering,
could only envisage a future that in-
volved “serious professions”, things
that could benefit the country and its
people. There’s just one single occasion
through which I have glimpsed some-
thing tying me to the act of writing.
That was when I composed a six-page
religious sermon. I presented it to my
father so that he could deliver it from his pulpit as the Friday homilist.
While he expressed his admiration for what I had written, he nevertheless
declined to carry out my wishes, not merely because it was the Ministry
of Endowments and Religious Affairs that provided the text for homilists
in both form and content, but also because he had his doubts as to whether
it was actually my own work; he assumed that I had plagiarized it from
the contents of his books. He stuck to his doubts even though I swore a
solemn oath that it contained my very own ideas and was my own com-
position. Later on, how much I came to regret losing not only that text,
but also the story “There’s no sea in Meknes”, in which I imitated the for-
mat of Ghada Samman’s story “There’s no sea in Beirut”. 
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My first connection with writing – what I have earlier termed “creativ-
ity” was poetry. I have lost most of it, with the exception of a single text
which became the core of the first collection that I published later, entitled
Notebook, what do you have to say? It was something new, since I wrote it
calligraphically in my own hand. It was followed by another collection of
the same kind, entitled Revolt of Winter and Summer. Other poets followed
the same pattern, with some of them claiming that they were pioneers in
using the style, even though publication dates show their claims to be false.
Thereafter, I stopped using that mode, as the art of printing developed and
the shaping and patterning of words became that much easier. When this
experimental phase came to an end, I continued to compose poetry, mostly
in Arabic, but some in French. In subsequent years I published six collec-
tions of poetry, even though the market for poetry was poor, and, as the
saying has it, “good and bad were mingled”. The late poet Mahmoud Dar-
wish was right when he said “there are many poets, but little poetry” and
“please save us from this kind of poetry”.

Soon afterward, I became very involved in a kind of fragmentary writing,
segmented and asymmetrical, something based on the production of sur-
prising significance that aims to have both a profound effect and gentle
impact by using short, terse words. That kind of writing finds its historical
underpinnings in poetry, Qur’anic verses, hadith, wisdom literature, and
fantasy, and even perhaps in calligraphy, mosaics, and arabesque. I adopted
the style in my collection, The Book of Wound and Wisdom, and critics were
of the opinion that my contribution was both excellent and original.

* * *

During this phase in my life, I continued to bolster and forward my own
educational level by creating for myself a framework that would stimulate
hard work and serious study. It consisted of a hut on the flat roof, some-
where with no frills and no noise. As time went by, the hut was extended
till it looked like a large bower where I could enjoy the cheeps and songs
of birds – except for the doves whose mourning calls I could not stand. I
told my friend Abdellatif, the cat-exterminator, about the problem, and he
rigged up for me two scarecrows over the hut and bower, coated the wood
surfaces in glue, and gave me a whistle to scare away the doves. That done,
I could relax and enjoy myself reading the texts written by prose writers
and poets, Arabs and non-Arabs.

When it comes to friendships, there is another unforgettable name: Hajj
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Idris al-Nasiri, who made the pilgrimage to Mecca before he was twenty
years old. He came from a wealthy family, and was kind, generous, mild-
tempered, liberal, and good company. For me, he was the first person in
whom I discovered the true sense and value of friendship. How can I pos-
sibly forget him, when he would provide me with books from his deceased
father’s library, and for the amazing way he would fill a basket with them,
duly accompanied by varieties of fruit, which he would lower on a rope
from the high wall of his house across to my little retreat on the roof? No
sooner had I emptied the basket of its contents – books and fruit – and
put a note of thanks in it than he would lift it back up to his own house
without my even setting eyes on him. He would keep doing this whenever
he could, and, whenever we met, I would thank him profusely. “I’m the
one who should be thanking you,” he would tell me. “You’re the one saving
my father’s legacy from ruin, since it has nothing to do with my studies in
physics and mathematics.” He never failed to make clear to me that the
books he was giving me were a gift; there was no question of giving them
back. So that was how I came to read some works by Mustafa Lutfi al-
Manfaluti, Gibran Khalil Gibran, Naguib Mahfouz, Taha Hussein, Tawfiq
al-Hakim, Abdelmajid Benjelloun, and ‘Abd al-Karim Ghallab. All Hajj
Idris wanted from me was to spend some time with him, conversing in
French and correcting his mistakes and infelicities.

Nor did I ever forget that I also had a personal obligation, one I regularly
fulfilled with my friends in the quarter and at school. On Saturdays and
Sundays, our activities would vary: they would involve, in turn, swimming,
going to cinemas, and visits to the central square in the city where clowns,
monkey-trainers, and snake-charmers would ply their trades. And especially
storytellers, some of whose opening calls I can still remember: “Come on,
friends, come and listen!” “Join me in prayers to the Prophet!” . . . They
would then start telling the tales of ‘Antar, our Lord ‘Ali, Sayf ibn Dhi Yazan,
Sindbad the Sailor, the westward migration of the Bani Hilal, and many
others.

But the lion’s share of our activities involved football games which were
usually played on a special field in the city centre. I had the good fortune
to be the centre forward and primary goal scorer. Penalty kicks were fairly
rare, except when a player got injured or sent off. As a result, physical
strength was the most important currency and aggressive reserve for every
team. I would use my bodily skill to control the ball and work round the
opposing team as I headed for the net and scored the goal. Once in a while
I was helped by having purchasing the referee’s good will with a bribe (or
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a “sweetener”, as we used to call it). It would involve him turning a blind
eye to a totally unfair move in which I was involved; when members of
the opposite team drew his attention to it, he would swear a solemn oath
he had not seen it. Occasionally, when the match was a tense one, fierce
fights used to break out, broken up only by the arrival of the police. These
unusual games came back to me recently, with some differences: in my
novel, Mu‘adhdhibati (My Torturess) there is a chapter, “Prisoners’ Football
Game”, that takes place in a criminal prison. It consists of one continuous
half, with no extra time, no stopping for goal kicks, no time outs. Goals
may be counted, but victory belongs to the team that stays patient, resisting,
never acknowledging defeat, and never withdrawing . . . 

Something that made my early youth so troubling was the number of
painful illnesses from which I suffered. The most serious involved inflam-
mation of the brain-membrane (meningitis). I came down with it on a hot
day in Ramadan after I had been fasting and working very hard. The doc-
tor, an Algerian named Murad, informed my father that the condition was
very serious, but he would be doing his best to save me. I remember that
my mother sold her jewellery in order to help pay his fees. The process of
extracting fluid from my spinal cord was done with a needle and without
anaesthetic. Even today, the mere memory of the excruciating pain sends
a shiver down my body and causes a tangible psychological feeling of de-
pression. Once I had recovered, my family and friends called me “the one
who escaped Azra’il’s clutches”. Another illness, although less severe, in-
volved a boil on my top lip; I had woken up that morning with my face
swollen and distorted. This time, medicines and antidotes did the trick.
Compared with these two illnesses, the extraction of my gall bladder was
a relatively inconsequential matter.

While I was enduring these ongoing illnesses, I was in the second grade
of the Moulay Ismail secondary school. I was soon able to catch up what
I had missed. Once I had recovered my health and energy, I redoubled my
efforts to acquire as much knowledge and language as possible. Whatever
else I may forget, I will never forget the role of my teacher at the time,
Hasan al-Mani’i, who rewarded me top grade for my compositions, some
of which I still have – on al-khamriyat or wine poems, and another on urban
love poetry. God grant him long life! He had a very creative way of getting
his students to like Western literature, including Tennessee Williams, John
Steinbeck, Carlos Fuentes, Jean-Paul Sartre, and Albert Camus. In the fol-
lowing baccalauréat year, I discovered my philosophical inclinations, thanks
to two French teachers, Cox and Lumière, both of whom read out my
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compositions to the other students as examples for imitation.
At the end of the 1960s, I transferred to the College of Arts and Hu-

manities in Rabat, bringing with me a baccalauréat diploma with high dis-
tinction and pride in my growing store of knowledge and language,
although it did not extend as far as boasting and delusion. At the college I
studied for degrees in both philosophy and sociology. While I was there,
my father died of a heart attack that struck him down all of a sudden during
a religious festival. Just a few years later, my mother followed him, struck
down by high blood-pressure, a condition that seemed to be inherited from
her family since it usually happened unexpectedly and thus spared them
the violence and pain of dying.

It was in Rabat that I became convinced of my inclination to write lit-
erature. The instigator was the late Mohammed Lahbabi, who was my pro-
fessor and Dean of the College of Arts. He encouraged me to take part in
the competition in dramatic writing, organised by the Moroccan Writers
Union of which he was the head at the time. I submitted my play, Al-‘Aka-
keez (Crutches), which won a token prize and was published in Afaq, the
union’s journal. It was the first prose text I published, and I did not publish
it again later. It was this professor who extracted me from a crisis of hesi-
tating between the fields of philosophy and literature. He advised me to
go with the first, because, in his view, it would serve as preparation for and
involvement in the second. So that was the choice I made, and I thus fol-
lowed the course of the professor, who had managed to combine the two
fields and write works in both. He also took the credit for resolving my
dilemma as to whether to concentrate on philosophy written in Arabic or
in French. For my degree I chose the latter, and have never regretted that
decision, not least because some professors working in the former of those
two languages used to scoff at my questions – to such an extent that one
day a professor told me to keep quiet, accusing me of arrogance (as he saw
it). The one thing that aggravated me about the late Lahbabi was that he
was very stingy when it came to grading my papers on translation as being
above average, even though there were no corrections; he justified it by
saying that he did not want me to get too conceited. The name that sticks
in my memory for philosophy in French was Professor Joseph Chenu, the
author of a single book on the dramas of Gabriel Marcel. Of all the teachers
he was the most eloquent and clever, improvising his lessons on the most
difficult of topics, the history of logic in general, and formal logic in par-
ticular. The amazing thing about him was that he could talk about the sub-
ject and explain it to students while being completely drunk, something
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that only showed in the extreme redness of his jaws or in inhaling the smell
if you had to go up to him. 

There were other people as well with whom I had a stimulating literary
relationship. Among them was Mohammed Ibrahim Bouallou, who was
the first person to read a short story that I had written about the visions
and fantasies of a night-guard posted outside a women’s bathhouse. I re-
member that he said nice things about it, even though he did not publish
it in his journal Aqlam, possibly because of its sexual allusions. Another per-
son was the late Abdeldjabbar Sahimi, who was kind enough to receive me
in his office at the newspaper, Al-Alam. He talked to me about the poems
I had been sending him to read. He had encouraging things to say, but
pointed out that in one of them I had declined an indeclinable noun. From
the grammatical viewpoint I agreed with his comment, but, as I left, I told
myself that the mistake was justifiable from the perspective of metre and,
as the phrase has it, “poetic necessity”. He did welcome and publish my
critical articles; among them I can recall what I wrote criticising the lectures
and articles of the doctor and Islamic preacher Al-Mahdi ibn ‘Abbud. At
the time, I was a Marxist through and through and a Nasserist nationalist,
all the while criticising in equal measure chauvinistic Arab nationalists who
knew nothing about either history or the particular circumstances of the
Greater Arab Maghrib.
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Finally in this context, I have to recall the late Abdelkebir Khatibi, my
sociology professor, to whom I later felt bound by a strong and fruitful
friendship. He was a capable and successful researcher and novelist, and his
contemporary and rival, Tahar Ben Jelloun, was not his equal. He wrote in
French, and yet his attitude to Francophonie was always critical and an-
tagonistic, something that led its supporters to punish him and put a stran-
glehold on him in publication and informational circles. Gallimard only
published one of his novels, Le livre du sang (The Book of Blood). Among
the things for which they could never forgive him was this passage from
his autobiography, La mémoire tatouée (Tattooed Memory):

“During the Algerian War I was a writer with no portfolio. I would de-
bate out of a love for national culture, identity, and their opposites, or else
revolution and Islam. Since every French community had an Arab in its
service, we would listen to non-stop confessions. The service Arab used to
say: ‘I am the link between East and West, Christianity and Islam, Africa
and Asia.’ Other things as well! You poor Arab! How come you’ve been
left on your own in a veritable chain of such linkages? I used to see some
of them hawking an image of their identity from newspaper kiosks, cling-
ing eagerly to the slightest acknowledgement of their existence. ‘Come on,’
the Frenchman says, ‘hurl your abuse in our language. We’ll be delighted
that you’ve learned it so well’.”

Out of a sense of sympathy for that valuable confession, I must state that
it was really strange to see Thierry de Beaucé (a former French minister)
addressing Khatibi with the following demeaning expression of surprise:
“I’m astonished by this statement, showing me that the French language
has been minimally productive in comparison with the palpable successes
of Latin-American literature. Imported Spanish has enriched an entire con-
tinent. However, we cannot make the same statement about French in re-
lation to the Maghrib.” In the same book you can refer to Khatibi’s letter
of protest that he sent to Alain Decaux, the former Minister of Francoph-
onie. That was after the organizers of the debate on “the general situation
of Francophonie” had refused to include his paper in their agenda, because,
as they put it, it contained ideas alien to the plan and did not serve the cul-
tural policies of France.

During my time as a university student, the image of Professor Abdallah
Laroui would appear before me. His books gained their power from the
fact that they were firmly grounded in history. When it comes to his fame
among intellectuals in general and the various “readings” and outcries that
came with them, it can all be ascribed to two categories of work that he
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ventured to publish, based on his historical learning and his knowledge of
new methods that involved an application of theory: Contemporary Arab
Ideology / The Crisis of Arab Intellectuals / The Arabs and Historical Thought /
Our Culture in the Light of History. In addition, there are other works with
an analytical and educational purpose involving definitions; in all of them
the author delves into a subject that is closer to philosophy and the history
of ideas than to history in the commonly understood sense of the term. In
that particular context, it is hard to talk about the authority of factual his-
tory and its ability to subdivide and discriminate, the exact opposite of
what Laroui’s statements and opinions suggest. Here we are in the realm
of interpretation, the production of sense and meaning, a place where there
exist methodological and cognitive problematics. It emerges that theory
and theorization are not a riddle; instead they can reveal a fertile and com-
plex intellectual posture. The value of these works also lies in the fact that
they have managed to raise a number of questions, not to mention rejoin-
ders and criticisms in which I have played a part. In summary, such reactions
were either based on an ideology that criticized Laroui’s own ideology and
its idealist, elitist methodology, or else on the way in which opponents of
historicism, including Claude Lévi-Strauss and Louis Althusser, made light
of philosophy. It was simply not enough to gesture and hint when it came
to responding to the host of criticism that regarded historicism as a dog-
matic school, one marked by repetitiousness, using a kind of cognitive bar-
gaining, and not making use of anything either in discovering principles
and structures or forecasting and assessing the future.

I devoted a whole chapter in my book, Critique of Stone-Age Culture and
Primitive Thought, to Professor Abdallah Laroui, one of whose students I
consider myself to be. The chapter’s title is “Concerning Laroui’s historicism
and the modernism puzzle”. It does not surprise me that he chose to dis-
regard it and say nothing; that was the way he usually handled publications
about him, unless the intent was to support his views and extol his work.
Something else that both amazed and saddened me was that Laroui did
not take advantage of the process of translating his L’ideologie Arabe Con-
temporaine into Arabic (a project that he himself undertook) to revise and
add to the earlier French version so as to bring it up to date and fill out
certain chapters in the light of changes and upheavals that had occurred
during the thirty years that separated the two editions, events that had im-
pacted the whole world and had major effects in Arab and Islamic coun-
tries, albeit to different degrees. But, instead of dealing with this issue in
an introductory section that would be somewhat detailed, all the author
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did in his new introduction was to malign his Lebanese translator and then
raise two basic questions which he proceeds to brush over: “Islamic awak-
ening”, and “Breach in the Communist camp”.

If there is a nice piece of Moroccan cooperation between Professor
Laroui and myself, then it involves our joint idea to create an “Association
for Translation and Comprehensive Research”. He himself notes: “A num-
ber of students responded to the invitation of myself and Bensalem Him-
mich to establish an association concerned with the identification of basic
reference works for modern thought with a view to translating them into
Arabic.” (see his Morning Thoughts, 2001, p. 199)

I undertook to compose a groundwork document which was praised by
the professor himself, something that I took as a good sign since he had
retired, and which was endorsed by all the people who had been invited
to his home. Here is a single paragraph from it:

“Professors must inevitably face up to their duties as translators toward
both students and researchers. As part of their professional activities, they
are now actually translating a number of basic source works into Arabic.
What is needed now is for the work currently in process to be properly
organised and coordinated so that efforts are not dissipated and the initiative
does not remain isolated and unrecognised, even repeating what has already
been done elsewhere. With the establishment of an association such as this,
among the most obvious benefits will be agreement on an initial list of
references and resources relevant to the professors’ own specialisations, in-
vitations to translate them into Arabic using established and accepted prin-
ciples, launching publicity campaigns to boost the texts and their
publication, and to collect and store the technical terms that emerge from
them. They will then no longer be unknown to the majority of people.
These then are some of the immediate useful goals which need to be in-
corporated into the responsibilities of concerned research professors. At
this initial phase, their thoughts need to be focused on these matters . . .”

However, our professor soon retreated to what he called his ‘den’, and
never spoke again about the subject in any way. I advised my colleagues to
consider it as simply a dream, or else a mirage dated the 22nd July 1994.

Translated by Roger Allen
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REMORSE? MAYBE it means a belated apology for acts we committed
at a time when we thought we were doing the right thing, or for acts we
failed to carry out at the time we thought about them. Like me putting
my arms around your waist at the junction of Firdaws Street and Mutan-
abbi Street on that October afternoon, on the grounds that the rain called
for an intimacy of the kind that happens in the movies. What there was
between us was expected to end in the Picasso restaurant when we had a
meal of chips with mayonnaise. On the
way you told me, firstly that you were
hungry, secondly that you were vegetar-
ian, and thirdly that you loved potatoes.
I had to look for a place that would
meet your requirements. All the tables
and chairs were red. That was a signifi-
cant pretext for delving into the deriv-
atives of that colour in the domain of
desire and deciphering our mysterious
relationship through ambiguous, flirta-
tious remarks interspersed with fleeting
references to the blood feuds that the
war left behind, which also featured the
colour red. You had been going to put
off your second visit to Damascus be-
cause of the heavy rain in the south. Ba-
sically I didn’t pin great hopes on this
visit and I couldn’t seriously imagine
any special reason that would bring us together again. Maybe boredom was
one of my reasons, but I did see your unexpected visit as a good omen or
as a time-out that relieved the boredom of days that were all much alike.
Offhand I had told you that your phone call that morning had greatly rein-
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vigorated me and that you were like a sudden rain cloud that had slaked
my inner thirst. A late-night chat on Facebook dispelled my expectations
of loss, since writing in cyberspace gives us a dose of courage that enables
us to come out with things we cannot say face to face. Similarly, evasive
eloquence using enigmatic expressions, references that are open to inter-
pretation or lines of poetry borrowed from popular blog sites will gradually
break down the barriers of reserve through slips of the tongue that at first
appear to be unintentional. You were setting random traps for me too, but
not as vigorously as I was storming your impregnable walls and trying to
probe into dangerous areas and murky waters that you were wary of ex-
ploring – those that challenged the limits of modesty. To be more precise,
let’s say that you lit the fuel with an invisible match, then put out the fire
with a counter-expression that had nothing to do with the firewood the
two of us had gathered in the nearby forest of beguilement as a kind of es-
cape or as a declaration of surrender. Our first acquaintanceship came about
through a phone call from you, exactly five years ago. You were somewhat
flustered. You told me there was something in your life that concerned me
and you would explain what you meant when we met. I didn’t take much
interest, or I forgot about it completely. Five years? It’s practically equal to
the years of hell that haven’t finished yet. In that stormy period, there was
someone who shook the branches of the tree and the fruit fell around it,
then other people came and crushed the fruit with their heavy shoes, and
then burnt down the tree.

What happened later wrecked my plans completely.
In a telephone interview I had told a journalist that my next novel would

be about love. I told her this with full confidence, like a tennis player who
has finished his warm-up exercises and only has to rush on to court to put
into effect his secret plans for how he will hit the ball into his rival’s terri-
tory. The fires of war threw my thoughts far away and it was no longer
conceivable that I would write about “carefree love affairs” amid the daily
hell and the news of the dead and the debts of hatred that we had to pay
to the barbarians every day. 

But first I had to answer you on the question of hatred, not on the ques-
tion of remorse. Hatred that was wrapped in rotten chocolate and buried
resentments with a taste as bitter as gall and poisoned daggers in the back
at the moment of embrace. Hatred that abandoned the guise of forgiveness
in favour of revenge at the first juncture.

The first move in this imaginary game of chess came when I suddenly
moved my knight into the square that belonged to you, by making an un-
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expected remark that overstepped the bounds of caution. “The smell of
you invades my isolation,” I said. The reserved nature of our previous noc-
turnal chats meant that we could not handle such a sudden change. I was
testing how flustered you would be when faced with a sensual remark of
this kind. I was so fed up with wandering around in the paradise of spiri-
tualities where you had entrenched yourself in order to save yourself from
straying into my domain of expressing myself candidly.

Right after reading some of your poems, I had advised you to liberate
your diction from the morass of ready expressions that didn’t add a single
apple to the orchard of desire and to purge your obscure feelings of the
over-interpretation that weighed them down. I added an improvised phrase
that somehow suddenly popped up in front of me like a squirrel: “We can’t
go into the intensive care unit without a stretcher.” By way of explanation,
in response to the exclamation mark you then sent me, I said that writing
is the moment that separates life from death, or the white stretcher that
takes us to the intensive care unit, where we can breathe in enough oxygen
to survive. So we write in order to convert carbon dioxide into oxygen
and to convert coal into wild fruit with a sharp taste, and to tame the pains
and sins of the body.

2

She tried to suppress the phrase “The smell of you invades my isolation”
by not responding with a decisive phrase of her own. Instead she merely
chose a ready-made emoji from those available on the menu – an emoji
with eyes in the shape of little hearts. But this attempt did not last long.
Three days after that chat the dialogue box lit up with the words “I miss
you”, and after evasive comments by the two of us, she ended her chat
with the words “have a good night, with love in the morning.” 

At this point I realised she had started to sink into the quicksands of in-
iquity, leaving the teachings of our master Jalaleddin al-Rumi far behind
her. She had abandoned forever the lexicon of Sufism which, like a tor-
toise’s shell, had concealed her feelings within its hard carapace. The game
we had been playing, with her as the tortoise and me as a prickly hedgehog,
had been amusing, maybe exciting. She had been sticking her neck out a
little and then withdrawing, while I displayed my hedgehog prickles. The
hedgehog and the tortoise? I’m trying to remember a story that includes
the two of them. My memory doesn’t come up with one. The two of them
have their own separate stories, so what might bring us together in a single
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story? As a tortoise she should be running a race with a hare and she would
definitely win, and as a hedgehog I should have a fight with a snake and
win. What amazed me in the story of the hedgehog is that it’s a nocturnal
creature that doesn’t sleep, whereas I, on the other hand, am not so prickly,
and if I do raise my prickles it’s to defend myself from an unexpected at-
tack.

You had chosen to be a butterfly in the language games we played in
times of boredom. I likened you to a gazelle when I commented on a pic-
ture you sent me, with you spreading your arms on top of a rock in the
mountains, and then among the ruins of a castle abandoned a thousand
years ago, with long curly black hair, as if you were embracing a nearby
cloud. But you insisted on flying with the wings of a butterfly. 

In a later comment with no particular context, she wrote: “Do you prefer
my hair or my poetry?” It took me some time to find an appropriate re-
sponse. “Your poetry needs the madness of your gypsy hair,” I wrote. 

Her hair really was gorgeous, and I very much wanted to bury my fingers
in its curls while she was busy devouring what was left from the plate of
chips in front of her. I imagined the scene again as we had tea in the Trat-
toria Café in the Shaalan district, this time inserting another detail – a
beauty spot at the bottom of her neck that I discovered when she turned
her head to see Whitney Houston singing an old song broadcast at high
volume on the TV screen. Then my eyes moved down towards her cleavage,
where I noticed faint freckles in the shape of an upturned pear. But I did
not have any great expectation that our relationship would develop any
further than that, since she shied away like a gazelle from any ambiguous
flirtatious expression that I tried. At sunset on that October day, as we left
the café, I asked myself: “What is remorse?”

3

On our way to the bus stop, I was telling her the plot of the film Re-
pentance by the Georgian director Tengiz Abuladze, as an interim response
to her question, though what she wanted was a response to the question
of whether she had been wrong or right when she chose to leave her hus-
band after seven years of love, then jealousy, then slow death. Half of those
years had been an intolerable hell, judging by the events she described to
me in the café. A man selling chestnuts from a cart at the wall of Al-Madfa’
Garden disrupted the scene a little: she made asides about her passion for
chestnuts and apologised for interrupting me when I was trying to describe
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the scene in the film in which the mayor is buried in the garden of his
house and his corpse keeps reappearing after every attempt to bury him. It
was a stupid idea to bring up the Stalin era in all its cruelty and violence
at an intimate moment such as this, but I was carried away and finished off
describing the whole plot of the film. My hands were stained black by the
chestnut shells – the hot chestnuts she was consuming with relish, absorbed
and in a stupor listening to the rest of the story:

“One of Stalin’s victims, a woman, lives near the house. She was the per-
son who dug up the grave and took the body out every night, kind of in
revenge for the killing of her parents on orders from the general who had
no scruples about committing any kind of crime, because such a man,
weighed down by sins, rancour and brutality, did not deserve the dignity
of burial, she said. After the woman was detained and put on trial, she as-
serted in her testimony that a man who had massacred innocent people
should not be buried. For his part, the grandson was shocked when he
found out how cruel his grandfather had been, although the son denied
the charges made against his father. But the woman insisted on her position
that a criminal could not be buried until his crimes had been revealed in
public, because burying the past meant forgiving the people who had de-
stroyed the lives of others by brutality, cruelty and savagery, so the grandson
went and committed suicide in remorse for his role in a fabricated version
of history, while the son had to throw his father’s body off the cliff that
overlooks the village.”

She gasped several times as she listened to the plot of the film and
thought about the metaphor of remorse and the meaning of silence about
similar crimes, even if was about the sins in an abortive love story that
ended in separation.

4

That evening the minibuses on the Muhajireen–Bab Touma route were
crowded with passengers. They all went past without stopping and after
twenty minutes waiting she still wasn’t able to find an empty seat, so she
decided to hail a taxi so that she wouldn’t be any later than she was already
getting to Jermana, where she was staying temporarily with her friend
Joumana Salloum, who worked as a news photographer at a government
news agency, and so that she could avoid the crowds waiting to be searched
at the military checkpoints that were common at night all the way there.
Through the back window of the taxi, she waved to me with the complete
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works of Giuseppe Ungaretti, the greatest Italian sculptor of words like
polished marble, as I had described him to her. She thanked me again for
my valuable present. I was trying to undermine the rigid concept of poetry
she believed in by offering her a counter-conviction, in my belief that po-
etry flourishes in another seedbed, not in the one she was used to in her
readings. I told her that as a butterfly she should try nectar from all kinds
of flowers and breathe in the secret smell of all plants, not drown in the
mummified texts imposed on the Arabic literature syllabus by the academ-
ics in the university. “Listen, poetry means imagination gone mad and run-
ning riot, just as it is an archive of sense data, from al-Mutanabbi to the
latest dropout poet no one has yet discovered.” About ten minutes after
she’d left the place, as I was looking in my jacket pocket for the key to the
door of my building, my mobile phone rang with a call from her. As I went
upstairs, with again another power cut, and using my lighter to find a path
through the darkness, she told me she was listening to Umm Kulthoum
sing It’s Too Late on the radio in the taxi. She put the phone close to the
speaker to prove to me she was telling the truth, and also to point out the
coincidence that we had been talking about regret a short time ago and
now we were hearing a song about it. I had a terrible headache so I took
a Panadol, then I relaxed fully dressed on my chaotic bed. I put the ear-
phones of my mobile phone in my ears and scanned the radio stations for
the song. Umm Kulthoum was still singing in full throat: “What use are
you, remorse? Oh remorse, remorse.” 

5

Around noon the next day I was waiting for you to call before you went
to your village in the south, either under your assumed name, Amal Naji,
or by your real name, Asmahan Meshaal. I was unbearably bored by the
conversation of the people sitting at the table in al-Rawda café. I no longer
had the patience for talk about dead people, shells, displaced people or the
state of the weather. I had told you that over the past five years I had tried
to be patient in all kinds of ways and I don’t fully know how I have put up
with the arrangements for the moveable feast of killings, massacres, mass
graves, famines and lethal violence. It makes me feel uncomfortable and
my spirit has been worn down by the enormity of the loss. I want to breath
different air but there’s no haven other than this café. When I lost hope of
you coming, I left the place so angry that I left my packet of tobacco and
my lighter on the table, which often happens to me when I’m upset. 
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Without any preliminaries she sent me an email that night: “A woman
wakes and sings / Wind follows and entrances her / And stretches her upon
the earth / And the true dream takes her. / This earth is nude / This woman
is a paramour / This wind is strong / This dream is death.” I read the lines,
from the poem Bedouin Song by Giuseppe Ungaretti, several times, trying
to work out why she chose these lines rather than any others. Was it an
overture to seduction or just a random choice from the book? The sensu-
ality was obvious here and it might have been a clear hint that she wanted
to enter a tempestuous phase in our relationship, going beyond our original
agreement that we would be just friends without any emotional baggage
and that I wouldn’t begrudge her my advice on the writings she sends me.
“I will be your pet cat, sit close to your feet and listen to your valuable ad-
vice,” she said. I objected to the idea and promised I would read her writ-
ings seriously and then sort the flowers from the weeds. She immediately
wrote: “Very well, my teacher and master.” I replied that I didn’t want to
hear such words from her again, or anything associated with the idea of
subjugation. 

In the first stage of our acquaintanceship she sent me her writings almost
daily and I read them as personal messages, confessions or expressions of
pain: over time I noticed a different tone intruding on her language, with
blatantly sensual words and phrases that suggested sighs of deprivation and
a hidden lasciviousness that wasn’t common in her previous writings. She
finally seemed to have realised that poetry operates in another domain,
where all the senses are mobilised and where one “takes pleasure in violat-
ing language” as I wrote to her in a philosophising vein, with the intention
of inciting her to explore terrain that needed more aggressive treatment –
“with an axe and not with a wooden stick”. 

“An axe!” she wrote in amazement and disapproval, and then added cun-
ningly: “How could a butterfly like me put up with such cruelty?” I im-
provised another phrase intended to fill in the gap further: “Writing about
love needs fangs too.” Once again, she disapproved of the word “fangs”. At
this point I realised the depth of the chasm between us. She had long lived
in isolation in a forgotten village that no shell had touched throughout the
years of war, keeping herself busy discovering varieties of wild plants –
marjoram, sage, lavender and rosemary, as well as birds, reptiles and insects,
drawing on the walls of her room by day and testing her determination to
silence the howling wolves of desire in her breast at night, while I was
wandering around the south of the city, burying the dead in funeral pro-
cessions every day, maybe every hour.
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Yes, an axe, I replied, thinking back to dozens of scenes where an axe
had been raised over the neck of someone who’d been forced to kneel, or
of a decapitated man whose body was hanging from an electricity pole in
a square in a city a thousand years old. Of course, I meant our need for an
aesthetic lexicon that explains how to combine on a single page the weight
of a sharp axe left over from the Middle Ages and smart bomb technology,
in the same way as those barbarians found divine fatwas for killing people
with axes, swords or suicide belts. In case I got carried away with other
examples of violence, she asked me: “What are you reading now?” 

“The Writer and His Ghosts,” I said.
“Damn ghosts, axes and suicide belts! Who’s the book by?”
“Ernesto Sabato, an Argentine physicist who turned to writing to con-

front the brutality of the world and to accelerate the disaster that’s staring
at humanity, as he puts it. He thinks a writer’s mission is to ‘vomit up his
inner world’.”

“I don’t know any other Argentines, except for Maradona the footballer,
and maybe some yerba mate brand names. Oh yes, now I remember
Borges. He’s Argentine, isn’t he?”

Then, without any breaks, she added: “I miss you.”

6

That night I had a nightmare that was worse than Ernesto Sabato’s. The
11th century poet Aboul Alaa al-Ma’arri was standing at the door with his
head rolling on the ground some paces away from the rest of his body.
What I remember is that he handed me a torn copy of his book, The Epis-
tle of Forgiveness, and asked me to repair it and recopy it. He looked just
like he does in pictures of a statue that turns up in newspapers and on web-
sites. When I pointed at his severed head, he said sadly: “The days shatter
us like glass / into fragments that can never be put back together” and then
moved on. 

Later, whenever I went out of the house, I looked at the spot where al-
Ma’arri’s head had landed and at the trail of blood that ran down the stairs
in front of me. 

I would shut the door and hurry down the stairs to get the ghost of al-
Ma’arri out of my head. But it was no use and it took me a long time to
forget the scene. 

One evening she write to me: “Yesterday I dreamt about you.”
After some linguistic equivocations, metaphors and references I gathered
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that it was an erotic dream, a dream of inflamed desires that she had pre-
viously avoided talking about, or else she was content to throw her fishing
line into shallow waters and then pull it out without a catch. That was be-
cause our ambiguous relationship was still at the threshold of a room that
folk tales advise us not to enter, lest we come to harm.

I wasn’t in the mood to get into a game of undercover seduction. I was
anxious about al-Ma’arri visiting me again in a dream, or nightmare to be
more precise – about opening the door to a man with his head cut off
who asks me to repair a torn copy of his book.

But was it a hint that I should reread The Epistle of Forgiveness, and
should I first meet the poets of paradise or the poets of hell, as they were
assigned in the book? And what if I reversed their status during the copying
process, to the opposite of how al-Ma’arri saw them, like putting Imru’ al-
Qais, Antara bin Shaddad, Tarafa ibn al-Abd, al-Muraqqash the Elder, al-
Muraqqash the Younger, and al-Shanfara in heaven and Zuhair ibn Abi
Sulma, al-A’sha, al-Naabigha al-Dhubyani, and Abid ibn al-Abras in hell?

The Day of Judgment, hell and heaven postponed – that’s what happens
here every day, in the tunnels, on the bridges and at the checkpoints. A re-
current hell that has no less impact than al-Ma’arri’s hell. A lavish theatrical
set for throngs lost in the limbo between heaven and hell. Human throngs
in chaos, as if they’re running away from a fire, an earthquake or a divine
curse. Rebellion and anarchy, annihilation and nothingness. At this moment
of delirium Antara bin Shaddad was crossing the road, heading to the en-
campment of a squadron of armed men to pay a ransom to Abla’s kidnap-
pers. A thousand camels got through the first checkpoint with difficulty.
Under duress Antara accepted the conditions set by the soldiers at the
checkpoint – confiscation of a quantity of camel milk at the personal re-
quest of the commander on duty, who was playing backgammon in the
guardroom. But when Antara and his caravan reached the encampment he
found that Abla had killed herself after forty gunmen had taken turns raping
her. 

While I was going over The Epistle of Forgiveness I was surprised to
find that al-Ma’arri consigns al-Muraqqash the Younger to perdition with-
out hesitation. He should have escaped that fate, I told myself, if only for
having written this line: “Wherever you were, whatever land or country
you visited, you brought that country to life.” 

Translated by Jonathan Wright
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THIS IS a letter I prefer to write by
hand, as they used to write. We don’t
need to go over our relationship from
the start. We grew up together as broth-
ers under the same roof. Your father took
me into his family after the disaster that
struck my family. I was two years older
than you, and Samia was my age. My fa-
ther ran off that night and disappeared
for all these years, but he has finally writ-
ten to me. In his last letter he said he was
coming back to see me. I’m worried and
that’s why I’m writing to you. You’re no
longer at home. Your father says I’m the
only one he has now. I don’t hate my fa-
ther but I hardly remember him. I don’t
hold it against him that he strangled my
mother. They say she cheated on him and he found her lover in bed with
her. I don’t hate my mother, either, and I don’t feel she betrayed me. Some-
times the idea of a man in her bed disturbs me, but I don’t hate her. Some-
times I want to discover her lover, whose name no one has ever mentioned.
My father must have known him. When we meet I’ll ask him. I think he’s
closer to me than my father and we have something in common. They say
I could be the other man’s son. They don’t know who he is but they have
plenty to say about a man they don’t know. They even know how tall he
was: didn’t he jump from the balcony without breaking his legs? He landed
on the ground safely, or else he would have been seen struggling to his
feet. Why did the dog let him escape? Was it because he really was from
the family, and that’s why it didn’t even bark at him? Is my father the only
person who knows the secret? And then he disappeared straight away with-
out saying anything? Everyone, even my uncle, your father, remained under
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suspicion, but everyone stayed where they were. They all stayed in the vil-
lage – no one moved away. If they had really been under suspicion they
would have shown a sign. My father’s brother waited two years before he
left for Beirut. The silence left wide scope for conjecture. They thought
about the people who were closest. My father’s two brothers were the
prime suspects. They wanted the betrayal to come from within the family,
but there was no indication that this was the case. I hated them but they
kept trying to win my favour, they and their children. In the village they
said they wanted me as an in-law. The most beautiful of them, my aunt
Bushra’s daughter Yusra, was as honest as usual about everything. She sent
her youngest brother to look for me and she received me in all her finery,
preparing me to be her fiancé. It’s true that my uncle Adel has thought of
moving into our abandoned house since the incident, but I refused and he
didn’t ask again. I had grown up among my cousins on my mother’s side,
but I didn’t cut off my relations on my father’s side. The only reason for
this was that I believed the rumour. The dog hadn’t barked, but that wasn’t
enough to accuse my father’s brother. The dog’s now tethered in the garden
and I look after him. I feed him and take him for walks. He’s what’s left of
my family. He runs ahead of me, comes back to me and runs around me.
He’s old now and his eyesight has started to weaken. He wasn’t even a year
old when my mother died. He spent days by her grave, until her brother
brought him back and tied him up in the garden. Her brother wants me
to leave the dog for other people to look after but I insist on doing that
myself, on time, every time. I love how he barks and jumps up as soon as
he notices me. He’s old but he still stands up on his hind legs, licks me and
runs around me. They think the dog’s the only one who knows the secret.
They’re waiting for him to drag someone in by the shirt, or jump on some-
one and pin him down, but he hasn’t done that. My father left him at home
and disappeared.

When the woman next door found my mother strangled in bed she
screamed and the neighbours flocked to her screams. My aunts and uncles
on my mother’s side, who lived in the same neighbourhood, also came
running. My uncles on my father’s side, who lived on the edge of the vil-
lage, came late and were criticised for their tardiness. My father had stran-
gled my mother and that wasn’t something they could disavow. It was their
brother who had done it and it wasn’t easy for them to be at the scene of
his crime. By daring to come, they were blaming my mother and absolving
my father of his crime. They were in two minds and came at the end, when
the house was full of people and it was clear that my father had got away
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with his deed. Even so, people condemned them for what their brother
had done. They turned up with their womenfolk and their adult children
and clustered in one part of the house, along a wall where a picture of my
father was hanging. They let the others go in and then left. They didn’t
shout or raise their voices. They had come only so that they wouldn’t be
blamed for the crime. The police turned up from the village police station
but they didn’t do anything. They knew there was no longer anything they
could do. Ever since the fedayeen had come into the village and many of
the local youths had joined them, these matters were no longer the business
of the police. They were nobody’s business. My father had fled and there
was no one we could look to for justice. First everyone had to be convinced
a crime had been committed. My father’s flight was a piece of evidence,
but if he had found a man in her bed, he had a right to kill her. People
knew he was quick-tempered and violent and they had often saved her
from his assaults, but now it was a different matter. He had seen a man in
her bed. No one was certain of this but the crime amounted to something
of that kind. The crime was consistent with such an act of infidelity. The
crime was evidence of betrayal. My father’s relatives gathered under the
picture of my father and didn’t speak. No doubt they were mulling ques-
tions of this kind. With time, no doubt the others started to ask themselves
the same questions. As soon as they buried my mother they declared her
guilty. The sight of her strangled in her bed was evidence against her. They
had started talking about the lover’s name. They didn’t find a name but
they guessed it was a relative, a very close relative. My father disappeared
and the lover disappeared. It wasn’t difficult. It happened easily and it must
have happened within the family. It must have been part of a family feud,
and it might have been an issue between two brothers. It might have been
between cousins. It definitely didn’t go further than that.

It might have been a case of a woman sleeping with two brothers in the
same room and in the same bed. Of my father’s two brothers they chose
Omar, the younger, as the prime suspect. He was the same age as my
mother, and maybe that was why they chose him rather than the elder
brother, who was bigger and more handsome and, on top of that, had a
big reputation with women. They chose the younger one, who seemed
stupid to them and even stammered. They compared him to my father,
who was big and tough and quick to draw a knife. It was said they gave
my mother to my father out of fear. She couldn’t refuse. He had stopped
her in the street to tell her he was going to marry her. My father owned
half the village. In fact his mother was the heir and the property was hers,
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but the man who got hold of the property automatically became village
headman. My father said he was going to marry her, but my mother, who
was seen as the prettiest girl in the village, raised an eyebrow and didn’t
answer. She didn’t like him speaking to her in the middle of the street. She
was with a friend and he had spoken to her in the friend’s presence. He
hadn’t taken her aside to talk to her. He said what he said and walked on
without waiting for an answer. He was just telling her. It was as good as an
order. He had made the decision for her and she needed only to know. His
mother didn’t want him to marry her. In front of many people she said
she wouldn’t go down to her wretched house to ask for the hand of a
shopkeeper’s daughter. That would be beneath her. The village talked about
it and fragments of gossip reached my mother’s family. When there was too
much talk of it, she couldn’t take it anymore. She went to her aunt’s house
in Beirut and disappeared there. A week later my father followed her to
Beirut and told her she had to come home. This time my mother raised an
eyebrow again and said: “That’s not how people get engaged.” If he wanted
her, he would have to stop his mother talking about her. She wasn’t worth-
less because she was a shopkeeper’s daughter. If his mother didn’t feel ho-
noured to be received in their house, there was nothing to discuss. My
father was angry when he heard this but he refrained from hitting her. He
did threaten her, however. If she didn’t come home she would be respon-
sible for whatever happened, he said. My mother went back to the village
the same day, worried that someone might insult her father. But she stayed
home and never went out. In the end my father’s mother backed down,
visited my mother’s family and proposed the marriage. They agreed and
she agreed. The visit was enough for them. No one in the village would
have turned down a suitor like my father. 

I wasn’t yet three years old when the disaster struck. They moved me to
the home of my aunt Bushra. Her house was full of children – six and now
a new one that made the house even noisier, a new one who wouldn’t be
welcomed by the others. I kept my distance in fear but they drew me in
and made me one of them. That way I became a pawn in their contests.
There was room in their games for someone they could push around and
sometimes slap, and I was usually that person. My aunt defended me, since
I was an orphan who needed her kindness, but this made me a target for
their revenge. For some reason or other I moved to the home of my ma-
ternal uncle Jawad. This came as a relief to me. You and your sister Samia
were my age. In fact at the age of five I was a few days older than you two.
It was as if you needed a third and were waiting for one. You took me into
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your lives with ease. Three children find more games than two. Your
mother, who I gathered was my mother’s friend, thought she had a duty
to protect me. My father’s sisters and brothers continued to take an interest
in me and help with my education. They enrolled me in an expensive for-
eign school that Uncle Jawad couldn’t have afforded, and where he didn’t
send his own sons. After that they moved me to the American University,
and I was a hard-working student because no-one had ever pushed me to
work hard. No-one brought me up but the street didn’t take me up either.
Uncle Jawad was frightened of disciplining me. He saw me as a ward that
he only needed to protect and preserve. For my part, I needed to be in a
family, so I had to make one. I tried to be Uncle Jawad’s right hand. I saw
his decisions as an obligation I had to fulfil and I tried to hold you two to
them, even when they made no sense. Uncle Jawad wanted me to be
friends with my cousins on my father’s side. This time things didn’t go eas-
ily. They weren’t ready for that. I tried to force them to be friends. I waited
for them in their homes but when they came home I found them indif-
ferent towards me. The fact that my father had murdered my mother
rubbed off on me. It was a legacy I couldn’t shake off. I lived on the side-
lines and I couldn’t easily become part of the family. This stigma was like
a birthmark that no one would forget, as if it had always been part of me.
There was even a trace of pity or disapproval in the way other people
looked at me. That was life’s gift to me, roughly speaking. I had come from
an act of murder, from a crime. I think I did my best to cover it up. I was
always worried that something I did might suddenly call attention to it. 

Eventually when I was thirteen I found my way to the mosque and I
deliberately carried the Qur’an in my hand and fasted several days a month.
But all that wasn’t enough to reassure me. I would panic at the sight of a
knife or a rope, as if they stirred memories deep inside me. When I drank
my first glass of beer, I felt I was a murderer, but I insisted on drinking it.
Maybe I was insisting on murdering. That night I went home very tired
and fell asleep immediately. I always felt that my fingers were short because
my father had put his fingers around my mother’s neck. Having short fin-
gers felt like a defect as bad as murder.

I didn’t see my mother lying strangled. They stopped me seeing her. I
was frightened by their rigid faces, and I didn’t object. I still fault myself
for depriving her of having one last look. But I gather from what my aunt
Bushra said that I formed an image of a tongue hanging out from between
her lips, a bruised neck, and eyes bulging from their sockets. It was an image
that grew more grotesque with time, punishing me for my evasion. So I
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was afraid of my dead mother and afraid specifically of her death, of her
lolling tongue and her bulging eyes. What I heard from my aunt Bushra
about my mother, or what I gleaned from her, painted a very different
image. My mother was a shopkeeper’s daughter who was uppity toward
her masters. She also had roving eyes that devoured men. In my presence
Auntie Bushra made a point of praising my father, describing him as kind,
and thereby holding my mother wholly responsible for what had happened
to her. It was her crime and she had brought evil on herself. I never heard
that from Uncle Jawad. As far as he was concerned my father was a monster
and my mother was very beautiful, like a dove. This wasn’t just what Uncle
Jawad said. Many others said it in other ways. They said my father was a
thug, a tyrant and as strong as a lion. Given the way he was they wouldn’t
rule out him hitting anyone, since that was his stock in trade. No one
would be surprised if he hit out, or even if he hit a woman, since that was
an aspect of hitting, and that was part of his power and his thuggery. A man
like him needed a woman to submit to him and she had no right to do
otherwise. They said my father was violent and quick to punish anyone
who wouldn’t obey him. And naturally those who didn’t obey him de-
served it. They had provoked his power and brought it to the surface. How
much more so if they were close relatives, if it was his wife who had been
disobedient? Wasn’t that an insult to his power? Didn’t he have to discipline
her without hesitation? There were, however, people who condemned my
father for killing an innocent woman, saying he had no right to kill her,
even if she was spoiled and highly strung. I picked up things like this and
it made me more puzzled. I didn’t like my aunt Bushra or my other aunt,
Khulood, or their children. I can’t think of any reason why I don’t like
them, but I can’t like them. Without taking an attitude I knew this was an
atmosphere in which my mother felt stifled, and whatever the reason it
was still a stifling atmosphere. I felt I couldn’t find enough air to breathe
there and I could sense from afar that the hatred for my mother was being
projected onto me. Like her, I was weak and abandoned there. I didn’t re-
semble her otherwise, though in the eyes of my father’s relatives I was only
her son. Only to some extent was I the son of my father, who had lost his
home because of her and possibly because of me. They used to pick up
news of him and grieve for him. The story of my mother’s murder was
long forgotten. Now the story was about a fugitive who roamed the hills
and then went abroad. Khaled, my father’s other brother, was usually the
one who met him, gave him money and came back distressed. When he
came back I felt hated. I didn’t ask and I didn’t want to know where he
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was or what he was doing, but Uncle Khaled passed on his regards to me
anyway. I was indifferent, and this irritated my father’s brothers and their
families. My silence when they spoke about my father made me seem in-
sensitive and cruel to them. They had their reasons for disliking me: I had
been born in that crime, as if I were its child. The sins that we bear unin-
tentionally are the ones that appear on our faces.

Sins can be passed on by heredity or by contagion or we may even be
born with them. The more I grew up the more I was my father’s son. The
way they looked at my hands changed, as if they could see blood or traces
of blood on them. A crime, like love, requires two people, and if the first
person can wash his hands, the second cannot remove the stigma from his
face or the traces of the crime from his neck. It’s complicated and we can’t
easily understand the responses to a crime. That’s why my aunts Bushra
and Taghrid insisted on burying my mother in the garden of the house,
and neither my father’s brothers nor Uncle |Jawad disagreed with them. I
didn’t understand why they hadn’t wanted them to carry her to the ceme-
tery, or what that had to do with the crime. Did they want the crime to
stay within the house? Under the pomegranate tree they had set a marble
headstone engraved with a row of arches. In front of it was a rectangle that
sloped down over supports either side and ended at the foot in a low,
curved marker. Beside the grave there was a basin into which water flowed
from a fountain, that was surrounded by blue when the water reflected the
sky. I don’t know why they insisted that everything should remain on my
father’s land until the conflict somehow came to an end. Were they worried
the funeral might bring to light things they wouldn’t be able to live with?
Uncle Jawad wanted to pin the crime on them but my father’s sisters
wanted the affair to remain within the family and to be buried with her.
After that Uncle Adel had a notion that it was improper, even heretical
from a religious point of view, to turn a house into a burial place. He was
thinking of moving into the house, or of making use of it in some way.
But my father’s sisters prevented him and my mother’s brother wouldn’t
agree to his plan. The crime lay years in the past and it was indecorous to
dig it up again. Besides, the crime was still unsolved, not a closed case, and
to move the body would be to repeat the crime, to put a pair of hands
around her twisted neck again.

Translated by Jonathan Wright
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THE NOVEL No One Sleeps in Alexan-
dria had its beginnings in 1958 when I
was only around eleven years old.

I was with my father in the city of Burj
al-‘Arab, about fifty kilometres southwest
of Alexandria, when I saw a man walking
to Libya on foot. It was during the
month of Ramadan, in the summer
months or thereabouts. My father had a
work colleague, a Christian man named
Ibrahim Salib, who held off eating during
the day so that he could eat with my fa-
ther during iftar. The man spotted the
two of them eating in front of the rail-
road workers’ residence and walked up to
them. I was with them. He sat down and
began eating without saying a word. My father had provided enough food
for everyone, and the man began talking with them, telling them how he
was from al-Mahalla al-Kubra and was making his way to Libya on foot
across the desert, in order to look for a steady job or a better life. That was
the first time I had ever heard of anything like that. I remember they ex-
plained to him how to get there, loaded him up with food to take along,
and gave him a few piastres. The days went by, and almost thirty years later,
I wrote a short story with the title “He Knew the Names of the Towns”,
which was published in 1989. Further detail about this incident would ap-
pear in a written treatment I put together when I was writing and prepar-
ing the novel No One Sleeps in Alexandria. It was a study of the north coast
and the Western Desert, but I will tell you the story here first. Exactly the
way it happened.
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He Knew the Names of the Towns

“Ibrahim, why are you looking at me?”
I must have felt shy. I remember I kept my head down, looking at the

single plate of food on the rustic table. I dipped a piece of bread in and
brought it to my mouth as I tilted my whole head back looking for some-
thing in the sky, but I couldn’t see a single star.

“Ibrahim doesn’t believe you’re fasting and having iftar with me every
day,” I heard my father say. I saw his colleague “Uncle Damien” smile. After
that, we stopped talking. I heard the sound of teeth chewing on dry bread.

The expanse around us was big, and our silence was just as big. Not long
before, I had seen the western horizon ablaze with flame, but now the
horizon had disappeared. If not for the light from the kerosene lamp pour-
ing out from the door above us, we might not have been able to see each
other, except for when we spoke. But I could make out the nearby railway
station, though it was extremely dark. Although the heat of day had begun
to dissipate, I asked myself: “Will I really spend my entire summer vacation
here with my father?” I was thinking back on my mother when Uncle
Damien asked me: “Do you know who Khrushchev is, Ibrahim?”

“Yes.”
“Do you know why he came to Egypt?”
“He came to visit the High Dam project.”
“Smart kid.”
We were silent.
“Ibrahim did well in primary school – he got top grades this year,” my

father said.
His throat rattled, and it seemed like he was choking. He started cough-

ing hard and gestured to me to hand him the jug of water, from which he
began drinking loudly. I was thinking about what had made him pro-
nounce the words that had made my parents’ divorce final. Why couldn’t
he bring her back this time? Also, why didn’t Uncle Damien’s wife want
to stay in Alexandria, and why did she refuse to live with him here? Was
Uncle Damien going to divorce his wife, too, I asked myself. But I saw my
father, after he put the jug down next to him, looking out into the distance.
I looked where he was looking and saw a man slowly approaching us. He
was wearing a short black jacket. The man came closer and I saw that he
had a very red face, framed by a tangled beard. He had a tangled moustache,
too. He was wearing old sandals, was bald and was carrying a small bundle
on his back.
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“Please join us,” my father called out to him. Uncle Damien turned and
saw the man, so he moved over to make room for him. I moved, too, and
the man sat between us after leaving his bundle by the door.

The man offered us no greeting, nor did he shake hands with anyone.
He just stretched out his hand and took a loaf of bread. He quickly began
ripping it apart, and dipped a chunk into the food. We watched him as he
then put the bread aside, brought the bowl up to his mouth, and drank the
mulukhiyya down in a single gulp.

“Here’s to your health!” said Uncle Damien.
I saw the man look at my father, who quickly filled his bowl again from

the big cooking pot beside him. The man drank it all up, so my father went
and filled it up again. The man carried on helping himself to the mu-
lukhiyya and bread and we went back to eating along with him in silence.

“Praise God,” said the man contentedly after taking in a deep breath and
quietly exhaling it. Then he turned to my father.

“Do you have any cigarettes?” he asked.
“Cigarettes – and tea, too,” my father replied. He nodded at me to go

inside and get a pack of cigarettes. I got to my feet and quickly returned
with a pack of Hollywood cigarettes, but I found Uncle Damien giving
them both cigarettes from his own pack. I left the pack with my father and
went back inside, coming back with the things for making tea, which I
began to make for them over the small burner stove. I heard my father tell
the man: “Did you come here from al-Mahalla al-Kubra on foot?”

“Yes, and I’ll be continuing on to Libya. Do I still have far to go?”
“Very far,” Uncle Damien replied. Then he added: “But what got you

this far will get you there, God willing.”
Everyone went quiet for a bit, until the man said: “The problem is that

from here on I’ll be walking in the desert. Before, I was walking in the
countryside. I don’t know what might happen to me after this.”

“The important thing is to stick close to the train tracks,” my father said.
Then Uncle Damien added: “Just about every ten miles you’ll find a train

station, and a small residence for railroad workers like this one that we live
in.”

“And of course,” my father chimed in, “you can stay the night as a guest
of the people in the residence, and you can eat and drink like you did just
now.”

The silence returned again. I passed the teapot to my father because he
liked to pour it into the cups himself, and add the sugar the way he liked.
I couldn’t help but look at the man’s face. He had piercing eyes. Why was
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this man going to Libya on foot? What did he say to them while I was get-
ting the things for tea from inside the residence? While my father began
pouring tea into the cups, the man asked: “What’s the name of this town?”

“Burj al-‘Arab,” my father replied.
“Next is al-Gharbaniyyat, and then al-Hammam,” Uncle Damien added.
“I’ve heard of this al-Hammam,” the man said.
“You must have heard of El Alamein, El Dabaa, Sidi Galal, and Mersa

Matrouh,” my father said as he handed him a cup of tea.
“In fact, I’ve heard of all of them, and of Sallum, too, at the border.”
He took a long swig of tea.
“So you know them better than we do,” Uncle Damien said. “You’ll get

there, God willing.”
I saw my father stand up. He tugged at my sleeve, so I stood up and went

into the residence with him. He told me to put some loaves of dry bread
in a palm-leaf basket, and to bring three big pieces from the slab of areesh
cheese and put them in the basket, too. “This man is a traveller on the road,
Ibrahim,” he told me.

We went back out and my father set the basket down next to the man,
who had finished drinking his tea. My father poured him another cup.

“So you left behind your wife and children,” Uncle Damien said.
“They are in God’s hands.”
He quickly drank the second cup and stood up, holding the basket in

one hand and his bag in the other. I saw my father put a quarter of an
Egyptian pound in his jacket pocket. Then he dropped the pack of Holly-
wood cigarettes into the palm-leaf basket.

“Hold on a moment,” said Uncle Damien.
He hurried off inside, only to return with a small water flask in one hand,

and in the other a quarter of an Egyptian pound that he also put in the
man’s pocket. Then he put the flask in the basket.

“How can you walk through the desert without any water?” he said with
a smile on his face.

I don’t know what was going through the man’s head at the time, but I
saw him bow low, humbly, and I saw Uncle Damien pick his pack of al-
Ma’dan cigarettes from the ground and put them in the basket.

“Forgive me,” the man said.
“We were hoping you could stay with us tonight,” my father offered.
“I’ll walk at night and I’ll sleep during the day.”
And having said that, he set out walking in the darkness without saying

goodbye.
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* * *

Shortly after writing the story “He Knew the Names of the Towns,”
about this solitary traveller in the desert, I began to write the novel that
took me six years to complete. But there was another reason for writing it.
It was as if the universe understood the wish that had been turning over
in my soul, and the dam broke. So I came to believe in perseverance.

In the summer of 1990, I was on my way to Mersa Matrouh with my
family to spend a week there. I stopped the car in El Alamein to take a
short break at a small cafeteria. Directly ahead of me I spotted the small El
Alamein Museum. Here my eyes widened in amazement. The distant past
began to awaken. Here was where the decisive World War II battle had
taken place. I took my family to the museum and began telling them stories
about the war. We left the museum so that I could take them on to the
Commonwealth War Cemetery. My young children scattered among the
graves, laughing and no longer listening to me. My oldest began taking
pictures of them and of us. I wandered off, well away from them, and
thought back on my father. The children returned and sat in the cafeteria
with their mother, while I found myself walking on until I reached the
small railway station. I found it unchanged, just as my father had described
it to me. The only difference was some small houses on the road that hadn’t
been there during the war. The Bedouin lived far from town and the in-
crease in their numbers must have led their homes to creep up close to the
station. I went back to my family. My wife looked at me and asked me
where I had wandered off to so mysteriously. I told her I was reminiscing
about my father and the World War here. I would end up returning from
Mersa Matrouh and starting to write a novel I had often dreamed of writ-
ing, about the Second World War. But as usual, I only started writing after
summer ended.

I knew that I would be writing a different kind of novel. And I would
find myself immersed in the atmosphere of tolerance that shaped people’s
lives in the city throughout its history. Even under death and destruction.
But this knowledge about the city’s history, which was a spur to my writing
– as were memories – was no substitute for trying to go there. To the time
and place of the novel itself. To the year 1939, when the world war began,
until the end of 1942 when the Axis armies were defeated at El Alamein
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and withdrew from Africa entirely. How did people live their lives day after
day? Historical and political knowledge by itself wasn’t enough. Daily life
was to be the essence of the novel. So I made my way to Dar al-Kutub,
Egypt’s national library, on the Corniche in Bulaq. I began my journey
with newspapers. Specifically, with Al-Ahram newspaper, which I found
was the one most concerned with what was going on in Egypt and the
world. I read each day’s edition, from the beginning of September 1939
until the end of November 1942. I was interested in major events. Indeed,
also small, run-of-the-mill and even strange things. And I started taking
notes on those political and wartime events which I thought would be
right for the novel. Most important was the daily life of Egyptians in gen-
eral and Alexandrians in particular. The prices for everything – even the
price of a box of matches; the brand names of all kinds of clothes; the
names of films shown in theatres; plays; makes of cars; the names of Egypt-
ian and world-famous actors, authors, journalists, and musicians; different
kinds of sports that Egyptians played and their matches; the names of social
clubs and nightclubs; newspapers and other magazines; published books;
radio programmes; issues that engaged people, and everyday occurrences.
Murder or robbery or other crimes, and different kinds of clothes and fash-
ions and even men’s and women’s underwear and the names of famous
shops, cafes, advertisements, drinks and everything that brought that time
to life for me. I found I had a burning enthusiasm within me, so that I ex-
pected to finish the novel quickly, and I went to the excellent author
Mustafa Nabil (now deceased), at the time the editor-in-chief of Al-Hilal
magazine, and told him about my project. I told him that 1992 would be
the fiftieth anniversary of the battle and there would no doubt be a great
celebration for those foreign soldiers who were still alive, or for their fam-
ilies and the nations that took part in it, or at least the ones that were vic-
torious in the war. And so the novel could be published in October that
same year – the anniversary of the start of the battle. We agreed on that,
but I only went back to him in April 1996. “You’re four years too late, my
friend!” he said, and we both laughed. I told him a little about what I had
done, and why I was late in delivering it. It wasn’t just the information I
was collecting from newspapers, but it was also the trips I took to Alexan-
dria in general, and specifically to locations where events took place, as
well as trips to the North Coast as far as to Mersa Matrouh. I was doing
that almost once a month.

I made numerous visits to the working-class neighbourhoods in Alexan-
dria where I had spent my childhood and teenage years. At night I would
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visit them and at dawn I would go by homes to breathe in their scent,
when people were asleep. I would go out to look for a coffeeshop that
never closed, so I could sit and watch people leave their homes in the
morning to go to work, and watch women come out to their balconies to
take the laundry in or hang it out to dry. I did that once a month in the
winter, as I said, but in the summer I would do it every week, and some-
times every day, when my family and I lived in the city over a long period.
I visited the Commonwealth War Cemetery a number of times and walked
far off into the desert. I took off my shoes and walked barefoot so I could
feel the touch of the sand. I did all of that in the summer, winter, spring,
and fall, and both day and night. In that way I let my soul be saturated with
the experience of it all. I knew that all of that would show up in the novel
without me having to point it out. All five senses would make their ap-
pearance in it, breathing in the scent of the setting and experiencing the
flavour of its time period. I travelled to all the places the novel would touch
on in Egypt. Among my travels, at some distance from Alexandria and the
North Coast, was a visit to the Monastery of the Virgin in the village of
Durunka in Assiut. It is the convent where Camilia ends up after her ro-
mance with the Muslim character Rushdi is complicated by her family’s
refusal, compounded by their surprise and their rural origins. So she sees
no other way but to become a nun and to keep her distance from the entire
world. The two of them had been students in secondary school: neither of
them knew the other’s religion until later, but that didn’t stop them. They
fell headlong into a tumultuous romantic love. Camilia decides to join the
convent so she can later become a nun. Rushdi takes it upon himself to
look for her and wanders around the country from Alexandria on foot
until he reaches the convent in Assiut. I went to visit the monastery so I
could visualize the scene of their meeting. I walked around inside the
monastery with one of the monks, who explained its history to me and
how the Virgin Mary hid herself there with her son, the Messiah, and how
she sometimes reveals herself in the form of a light that moves along the
walls. I found that the monastery had originally been a cave carved into
the mountain by ancient Egyptians, and that they would climb up to it
when the Nile was in flood. Between the monastery and the village was a
steep slope, which I used in the novel by having people stand on it awaiting
the appearance of the new Sister Camilia who now had the miraculous
ability to heal the sick, and who on several nights had seen the Virgin reveal
herself. From the guidance of the Virgin’s light, Camilia could see Rushdi
approaching on foot through the countryside, until he came to her and
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stood with the crowds that were waiting for her blessing. She blessed him
and both of them realized that their love story was over. She returned to
the monastery, where she secluded herself, only speaking to people with
gestures. It was the excellent visit to the monastery that gave me plenty of
inspiration. The writer Hala el-Badry accompanied me there. In fact, we
were at a cultural conference in Assiut, and I told her I wanted to visit the
monastery, so she came along with me.

The shape of the front page of Al-Ahram led me to the shape of the
novel. At the top was a headline about the war and the latest catastrophe
in the world, such as “80,000 British Soldiers Surrender in Singapore to
Japanese Forces”. Or “Attacks on Poland Are to Blame for the Release of
Predatory Animals from Zoo”. Or “100,000 Killed Outside Stalingrad” or
“Nazi Forces Burn Thousands of Prisoners in the Soviet Union”. Or
“Japanese Planes Attack Pearl Harbour”, or other major wartime events.
On the right side of the page was a detail taken from the main news story,
and on the left side were other, less bloody news items, although they were
about war and death, too. It was the same below the fold, but in the middle
of it, amid all this destruction, would be a photo of the American actress
Hedy Lamarr in a bathing suit, and a question: “Is Hedy Lamarr Getting
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Married Again Now That Her Husband Is Dead?” Or the photo of a beau-
tiful girl in a bikini, and beneath it “The Discovery of a New Face in Cin-
ema – Susan Hayward on Miami Beach”. It was always like that, every day:
beautiful women’s faces looking out at us amid the destruction. At the bot-
tom right-hand side of the page was an ad for a sexual restorative, and on
the left was an ad for bottled beer, or other ads that celebrated life. From
this splendid front page came the shape of the novel and the way to write
it. The way I made notes in this case was different from the way I made
the first notes for my novel In the Summer of ’67, which was for their po-
litical significance. No. Here I was trying to grab hold of life. A news story
about Hitler, followed by a news story about a brothel or one about
Churchill, followed by a review of a movie or a play. An article about the
king, followed by one about a barber or a train conductor, so that you find
yourself thinking only about this life, and how it went merrily along in
the midst of war. Of course, I wasn’t satisfied with that, so I went back to
some other newspapers, such as Al-Musawwar and Al-Akhbar, but Al-Ahram
was my main source. I also went through many books by politicians and
military leaders, as well as studies about society and other books about that
era. Events of those days took hold of me and I was so fully engrossed in
the novel that I started calling people close to me by the names of the char-
acters in it. Some of them were puzzled by that, but they didn’t ask me
why – out of awkwardness, perhaps, or kindness, but mostly out of baffle-
ment. The only one who did was the waiter at the al-Bustan coffeeshop,
who asked me: “Mr. Ibrahim, sir, who is this Damien you keep calling me?”
The waiter’s name was Imam – I had known that, of course, for years, but
that’s just how it was. Although I laughed about it, I went back to calling
him Damien, sometimes intentionally so we could have a laugh, but often
times without meaning to. I decided that my historical novel would start
off without any preconceived ideas. I had become so mixed up with the
novel’s characters and its world that it took me outside the real world, and
I lived through their amazing era along with them.

Translated by Chip Rossetti
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THERE WAS a group of patients in the
psychiatric hospital, let’s call them the
fourth group, who were allowed to leave
the hospital and go home. The members
of this group could often be seen walking
aimlessly in the streets. People belonging
to this group could also usually be identi-
fied by their constant begging for ciga-
rettes – so much so that I started to believe
in a contingent link between madness and
smoking. There wasn’t a single madman
whose mouth didn’t hold a forgotten cig-
arette. With so much smoking, the ciga-
rettes would burn his lips until his teeth
became yellow and decayed, and his face
sunken and emaciated – though this was
most likely not through smoking, or at
least smoking was not the only reason.

Among this group of patients was al-‘Abd ‘Alawi, a young man with the
appearance of a smart intellectual of the sixties generation, tall and thin,
usually wearing a white shirt and black trousers, with glasses. He looked a
bit like the existentialist philosopher Sartre, and indeed he was greatly in-
fluenced by him.

Al-‘Abd ‘Alawi was a member of my family in the camp. His father was
my mother’s uncle. As usual in a society that attached importance to family
and tribe, the young people called those older than themselves ‘uncle’, and
our mothers insisted that this was required by good manners. So it was my
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luck, or perhaps his, that I should call him ‘uncle’, although he was an uncle
different from any other. Like everyone else, I knew that he was mad, al-
though at the same time he wasn’t just any old madman as far as we were
concerned.

Al-‘Abd ‘Alawi’s father worked in the UNRWA mill, where he ground
wheat for people. For children like us, Uncle ‘Alawi’s mill was the place
we made for on the way back from school to have fun weighing ourselves
on the big scales.

Uncle ‘Alawi quite often got annoyed with us, especially when one of
us brought a dozen or so other children with him, to show them the uncle
who was in charge of a set of scales that could tell people their weight
when they stood on them. That was a power that we had for a long time
regarded as enormous.

Generally, though, Uncle ‘Alawi was quiet and subdued. The glint in his
eyes had gone out some time ago, as it had with all the refugees who had,
like him, lost their land and found themselves in refugee camps, after being
used to working their land and living off its produce. 

Despite the apathy that had overtaken him, the women of the family
continued to discern in him his former manliness and fatherly spirit, and
they were afraid of him, even though he did not try to impose anything
on them. It seems they were in need of a particular sort of manhood so
that they could feel downtrodden and have more and more wretchedness
piled upon them until they became completely ground down.

The women of the family, as well as the men, had for a long time looked
to Uncle ‘Alawi as the ‘chief ’, and this feeling had made its way to us chil-
dren as well. This was not without some justification, for this uncle could
be guaranteed to beat up another ‘uncle’ called Bashir – one of the many
‘uncles’ the nature of whose relationship to us I did not know. When we
were young, we used to describe this Bashir as a ‘roaring drunk’. He
worked in the Bethlehem bars, and would often come back home drunk
and angry, eager to pick a quarrel with the walls. He would start hitting,
smashing and shouting like a madman until his wife, Aunt Zainab, would
send one of us boys to quickly fetch Uncle ‘Alawi. Uncle ‘Alawi would
immediately stir himself and arrive in record time, whatever he had been
busy with. He knew his task well: it was to deal Uncle Bashir the repeated
blows we all believed could be guaranteed to make him come round and
stop the foul talk he directed at his wife and neighbours when drunk.

Several people who had arrived at Bashir’s house before Uncle ‘Alawi
had tried to restore Bashir to his senses but, despite using considerable force,
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they had all failed. Instead, Bashir became more ferocious, like a hunted
animal in relation to the force confronting him, until Uncle ‘Alawi arrived.
Muttering prayers and verses from the Qur’an, he would calmly ask for
the path in front of him to be cleared, as he grabbed the dreadful Bashir
like an empty bag and slapped him hard, until Bashir came round and gave
in to him. Then Uncle ‘Alawi would ask Zainab, with great pride and dig-
nity, to take her husband and shut the door behind the two of them and
their children. “That’s enough scandal!” he would say angrily. But the scan-
dals never stopped, for Bashir carried on drinking wine and getting drunk,
even though, as he got older, he had started going to the mosque to pray.
That was something completely different, though. He often used to say:
“God will punish me for one thing and reward me for the other. Who
knows? Perhaps I will be better in his eyes than the sheikhs, with their lies
and discord?”

Contrary to his expectations, Uncle ‘Alawi became famous for his ability
to sort things out with a blow. People started to visit him – for example, a
man struck in the face by a fierce gust of wind of the sort that can cause
hemiplegia, whom he hit, not realising that he should be treated by mas-
sage, as is done today for people suffering after that sort of exposure. His
blows were not limited to people with medical conditions, of which there
were many, he also treated people possessed by jinn or sprites, some known
and others unknown. Despite his increasing renown, and the increasing
number of his visitors, he refused to take any fee for what he regarded as
a divine gift by which he could benefit people, being content with his rep-
utation, people’s prayers, and securing his status among them. 

Like Uncle ‘Alawi, his son, al-‘Abd, was extremely calm. He had inherited
his height, but unlike his father, the cigarettes never left his hand, and ash
burns from the smoke were visible on his yellowed fingers as well as on
his lips while his teeth had lost their whiteness, if they had ever been white
at all.

What distinguished al-‘Abd ‘Alawi from the other patients was his pride
in a small transistor radio, with a strap he attached to his wrist. When he
walked, one could see the radio swinging from his hand, and when he sat
on a chair or on the ground and stretched himself out, he would put the
radio to his ear.

Al-‘Abd ‘Alawi suffered from a tremor in his feet, which became notice-
able when he sat down and put one foot on top of the other. The foot on
top wouldn’t stop shaking, though it didn’t cure him of holding cigarettes.
I came across this sort of involuntary movement of the foot later in a pris-
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oner who had proved uncooperative during an investigation in the occu-
pation prisons and been subjected to severe punishment. His interrogators
violated him by putting an empty bottle up his anus in revenge, and when
he came out he could never control the movement of his feet.

It is true that al-‘Abd was quiet, but that didn’t mean he didn’t often
want to speak, or rather argue, with the girls and boys of the family. His
cultural horizons were astonishingly wide. He made no secret of his em-
brace of existentialism and his admiration for Sartre and other names of
people that those he was speaking with had never heard of before and that
they never remembered. When he was faced with questions about exis-
tentialism that he didn’t hesitate to describe as being stupid, he would rush
to answer them with explanations of subjects like ‘atheistic’ and ‘believing’
existentialism, and details of the existentialist philosophers. Among those
he mentioned, for example, was the pre-Islamic poet Tarafa ibn al-‘Abd,
whom he greatly admired. I have no doubt now that Tarafa’s premature
death, the story of which al-‘Abd often related, had affected him deeply.

Al-‘Abd ‘Alawi’s own story, which went before him to the houses of the
family and which contained within it a good deal of distress, was that he
had been gifted and industrious at school, and that it was this supposed
outstanding intelligence that had led him to madness instead of to the uni-
versities.

Al-‘Abd ‘Alawi’s colleagues had drifted away both before and after June
1967, and unlike him, most of them had been influenced by Marxism and
nationalism. I was not destined to meet any of them until many years later
in the Jordanian capital Amman. When I asked my informant about al-
‘Abd ‘Alawi, he was surprised by the question but confirmed to me the
story about school and how he had begun to go mad. He had told my
friend – my informant – that when he heard the sound of birds tweeting,
he became sexually aroused . . . “And he immediately came, and felt relief
when he had ejaculated.”

Al-‘Abd’s old friend told me that laughing. He didn’t need anything apart
from this confession from al-‘Abd, either before or after, to realise that he
really was mad.

I said to my informant: “If al-‘Abd is as you say, then he is a poet and not
a madman.”

“Every poet is a madman in the end,” he replied laughing.  
I laughed and recalled the poet Bahija, who used to say proudly that she

was the fastest woman to come, and often interrupted our telephone con-
versations to say “Ummm”, before calming down a bit so that we could
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resume our conversation. This was after telling me that she had wet herself.
It was always impossible to count the number of times Bahija had wet her-
self during a single phone conversation.

I knew nothing about al-‘Abd’s sexual or emotional desires, but I recall
that he gave especial attention to the girls of the family. This did not reach
the stage of explicit flirting or harassment – so far as I know, at least – but
anyway, he succeeded in forming friendships with them, because as an in-
tellectual he believed in friendship between a man and a woman. There
was also another reason, namely, his readiness to listen to them without
their being anxious in case he might spill their secrets. If he did so, it might
well be annoying, but it would not be a major upset, for in the end he was
a madman, and he could say many things that were not necessarily true.

I often listened to his arguments about things like friendship between a
man and a woman; equality; his criticism of popular Marxism as a fashion;
his embrace of existentialism, and his opposition to the Soviets because –
despite their loudly proclaiming ideas of liberation, which al-‘Abd had
never believed – they were the first to recognise Israel. There were also
endless conversations about civilisation, progress, religion and modernity.

Al-‘Abd passed his days between his house, the houses of his family, the
streets of Dheisheh and Bethlehem, and the psychiatric hospital where he
received treatment. The treatment might not amount to the terrifying elec-
tric shocks that were widely used, or severe beatings from nurses, perhaps
because in the last resort he was a child of Dheisheh, a child of the camp,
that is, and he had some support – unlike those patients who came from
other areas further away, who were usually left by their families in the hos-
pital to face their fate alone, unasked about. Such families only saw them
twice, once when they signed their committal documents, and once when
they received their corpses for burial. On several occasions they were so
slow to collect the corpses that they were buried in any grave that could
be arranged. Sometimes a nurse or some charitable soul would volunteer
to accept the corpse and bury it in their family graves.

It often happened that we visited him in the hospital to find that he had
for a long period disappeared somewhere. We would wander in the direc-
tion of the convent and make for the ‘sane insane’ department– as we used
to call it in accordance with the classification we had invented (it was ac-
tually called the ‘convalescence unit’) – where the inmates who were not
dangerous were housed.

There we would sit with al-‘Abd under a shady tree, or wander along
the dirt track, shaded by pine trees on either side. I recall al-‘Abd’s pleasure
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at our presence, and I don’t recall his being particularly miserable when
we finished our visit – unlike the other patients who, if they had enjoyed
a visit from their relatives, would cling to them and beg them to take them
out of the hospital, on the basis that they themselves were perfectly sane
but if left among the insane, they would certainly be driven mad. A high-
pitched scream would sound out, which would quickly change into a plea
until the matter was settled by nurses in white uniforms, who would drag
the now tearful patients to their rooms.

Was al-‘Abd concealing his sorrow at leaving us, with a pride and self-
respect that he could not show, especially as on most visits we would have
with us a number of the older girls of the family, with whom he liked to
sit and show off his cultured views, just as they in turn were making him
fond of that something inside of him that attracted us all to him?

Besides the men’s ‘sane insane’ section, I remember that there was a ‘sane
insane’ section for women. I once went to visit al-‘Abd with some of the
older girls of the family, who were always needing young men like me to
accompany them when they went on an errand, as if we were maharim (to
use the religious expression) – people who could render it acceptable for
women to go out in those days. When we reached the hospital, we could
not find al-‘Abd. I don’t know how it was that the opportunity arose to sit
with two of these women patients, who were dressed up to the nines. The
conversation revolved around a single topic: love. It was like a conversation
just between girls, for they ignored my presence. Each patient spoke about
her beloved and about her ambition to tie the knot when she left the hos-
pital. The conversation turned to the meaning and nature of love, to lust,
sacrifice and faithfulness, and to the difference between love and sex. All
the girls of the family and the two patients agreed that love had to be love
for its own sake, love for the sake of love, unsullied by certain desires. It
was as if an adult – an adult of the family or any adult with a certain au-
thority – were present among us.  Every one of the girls, mad or sane, was
anxious that they should not be constrained by any suspicion of a connec-
tion between sex and love.

The surprise came when one of the ‘sane madwomen’ revealed her love
for a ‘sane madman’ living in the hospital and talked about how to avoid
the attention of the male and female nurses in order to pass messages of
love and desire between them. She was assisted in that by her fellow inmates
and those of her beloved – among them al-‘Abd, whose virtues and char-
acter the patient extolled highly. She regarded him as the master and spir-
itual director of their love story, which had reached point at which the pair
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had agreed on names for their children when their luck turned, one of
whom would be called al-‘Abd.

I have forgotten, and will continue to forget, many important and mov-
ing incidents that I experienced in prison, in the street, and among the
Palestinian diaspora, but I will never forget that mentally disturbed girl, her
appetite for life, her elegance, her way of smoking, and her passion for her
mad lover. I imagined that she was sick with love. Later, she seemed to me
like one of al-Manfaluti’s or Muhammad ‘Abd al-Halim ‘Abd Allah’s hero-
ines. Perhaps some of the resounding expressions that I heard from her
were actually taken from books by al-Manfaluti or Mustafa Sadiq al-Rafi‘i
or Ihsan ‘Abd al-Quddus. The last-mentioned, together with Yusuf al-Siba’i,
was among the favourite writers of the girls of the family, some of whom
knew off by heart sentences the authors had written. I found that out when
one of them read a letter that had reached her from another girl’s lover –
ignoring the fact that I was there, as always happened – and the other girl
stopped her at a particular sentence or expression and said “Ihsan” with a
laugh, meaning that the lover had stolen it from the famous author to ex-
press his love for that girl.

After that visit, word got around – I have no idea how serious it was –
about the possibility that al-‘Abd ‘Alawi might marry a fellow inmate.

It may be that that talk reached al-‘Abd, but it didn’t induce him to
change his position. It seems he realised that the extent of his present and
future life was to move between the camp and the hospital and to listen to
the radio, with endless arguments, non-stop smoking, and the birds that
never stopped chirping.

My acquaintance with al-‘Abd ‘Alawi now seems like a mere flash of
light that quickly extinguished itself, for one day, like a thunderbolt, there
arrived a sudden piece of news that nevertheless seemed to have been ex-
pected:

“Al-‘Abd ‘Alawi has committed suicide . . . in the pools.”
I headed with several others to Solomon’s Pools, where the Lama Broth-

ers acted and produced their film. It consists of three enormous pools sit-
uated beside our camp, and it forms part of the water system that has
supplied Jerusalem with water by means of aqueducts for more than two
thousand years. There is no doubt that whoever invented it wanted to bring
to fruition a mad idea that had occurred to him. It may have been the
Roman Emperor Hadrian who did it – the Emperor who destroyed
Jerusalem and rebuilt it in AD 135 to mark the twenty-first anniversary of
his succession to power. He gave it the name Aelia Capitolina, which is an
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amalgamation of the name of his family and the name of the Roman God
Jupiter – a name that the Arabs abbreviated to Aelia without understanding
it. Yaqut al-Hamawi, for example, explains the name as if it were “Beit El”,
saying: “Aelia is the name of the Beit al-Miqdas. Its name is said to mean
‘God’s House’.”

The important thing is we found out that al-‘Abd’s body had been dis-
covered in the middle pool. He had left his spectacles, radio and tin of to-
bacco on the edge of the pool, which is the only certain thing in the story.
The conclusion was that he had decided to commit suicide and had
jumped into the massive pool, which was full of vegetation and not fit to
swim in.

Al-‘Abd was not the first person from our camp or the area around it to
commit suicide in the pools. People talked a lot, for example, about the
suicide of an outstanding talented student who did not get the expected
grades in his secondary school exams, which came as a shock to him. He
probably couldn’t face a domineering father who wanted to see his son
make it in life, after time had treated him so badly and turned him into a
refugee expelled from his land. He didn’t want his son to repeat his own
wretched life. In those circumstances, the son thought that the quickest
and simplest solution would be to end his own life by his own hand, so he



committed suicide in Solomon’s Pools, which had often seen suicides and
drownings, including of some Jews. Each year without fail we had an ap-
pointment with death in these pools of blood, the point where water is
brought into Jerusalem – the so-called ‘House of God’, which writers and
travellers have fallen in love with and lived beside, and which has been an
inevitable focus for invaders. The revolutionaries lured the soldiers of
Ibrahim Pasha to the area and slaughtered them, and the British brought a
purification pump, which they had captured from the Germans in the Sa-
hara. The system for supplying water to Jerusalem worked until the war of
1948 and the partition of Jerusalem, whose eastern part was assigned to
the defeated party and the western part to those who had won the war.

From our experience with suicides and drownings, we knew that the
body of a suspected suicide or drowned person settles on the bottom, and
only becomes visible after several days, when it becomes bloated with water
and rises to the surface. Then we know that someone has committed sui-
cide or drowned. In al-‘Abd’s case, his glasses and radio were immediate
evidence of his identity, even before the corpse became visible.

When I recall the affair now, I wonder: Why did al-‘Abd put his most
obvious identification marks on the edge before taking his decision? Why
didn’t he just jump into the pool with all his things? Did he want to leave
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a coded message as a sort of will? Did he want to say to us: Look, I’m leav-
ing you something of myself for you to remember me by? Or did he want
his identity to be established quickly, so that he wouldn’t be left alone for
a long time in the darkness at the bottom of the pool?

I know that I shall never be able to know the final moments in the life
of al-‘Abd, as he stood on the edge of the enormous Roman pool, under
the tall trees. Maybe it was after night had fallen when he stood alone facing
the water, and life. Perhaps he had some sense of the historical and archae-
ological symbolism of the place. Perhaps his life flashed in front of his eyes.
Perhaps he thought of his father and his reaction, and of his mother, whom
we described as being “ala niyyatha”, a local expression meaning that she
was miserable, or weak-minded, or submissive, or a mixture of all three.

I don’t recall how long it took to retrieve al-‘Abd’s body, which was taken
to his home accompanied by the police, as the women of the family started
wailing for the young man whose life was ended. The women of the family
were faithful to the traditional mourning customs, which were rooted in
antiquity. These customs were not confined to wailing and tears, and re-
hearsing the virtues of the deceased, but also required the organising of
collective circles for flagellation, and the repetition of mournful death
chants. They would stand in a circle with a woman in the middle, holding
her head scarf in her hand, leading them and keeping the rhythm of the
sorrowful verses, so that a visitor who saw these circles from a distance
would actually think that he was watching a happy occasion.

Their voices, as they mourned al-‘Abd and described him as “zarif al-
tul” – whose life and power and everything about him had now been ex-
tinguished – still continue to haunt me, making me indescribably sad.

After al-‘Abd’s suicide, no one mentioned him anymore, as if his fate had
been predestined, as if his death was something expected, I don’t know
why. Perhaps it was because the family had lost a large number of its men-
folk who had died young, either drowning in the Atlantic, or from a virus
in the Arabian desert, or from disease or suicide, as was the case with Ilyas,
who set fire to himself for love.

Can passion kill? Some people would say yes, and I will say: Perhaps. I
sat in my mother’s lap amidst the women mourning Ilyas after his suicide,
without knowing the details of what had driven this Don Juan to his death.
Later, I had the idea that he might have wanted to put some particular
pressure on his beloved, and set fire to himself in the hope that someone
would notice it and put it out. Or perhaps he was intending to put it out
but matters got out of control.
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I have known cases of young men and women – perhaps as many as the
fingers on both hands – who have decided to commit suicide for love but
been saved at the last moment, as well as of young men who have actually
committed suicide. I was with a Christian friend in the Augusta Victoria
Hospital, that fortress of the German Empire on the Mount of Olives in
Jerusalem: he was saved after taking an overdose of pills to put pressure on
his Muslim girlfriend to marry him. And I have known a handful of cases
of people who have gone the whole way and lost their lives for love. I once
found myself standing in a hospital courtyard with the father of a friend
who had committed suicide because of his beloved. Both of us knew that
the man now lying inside was already dead when we brought him to the
hospital, but without saying anything, we had both entertained the hope
of seeing him emerge bright and smiling. He came out the following day,
after the completion of some routine but deadly formalities, carried on
our shoulders to his final resting place.

But can madness kill? 
In the hospital, crimes of murder occurred. Some patients killed others.

I heard the story of one patient killing another patient who had been a
doctor but had gone mad and become a fellow inmate of the people he
had been treating. It seems that the killer harboured a secret grudge for
the doctor who was previously sane but had later gone mad. So he chose
a suitable time, slid out a knife, and poured out his hatred in a series of
knife thrusts. 

But in al-‘Abd’s case, the surprise for me was when I read a psychiatric
specialist (or so the publisher described him) as saying that a madman does
not commit suicide, for suicide requires a decision, and a madman is inca-
pable of taking a decision like that. Only the sane commit suicide.

So al-‘Abd was not mad. I had always known that he was a madman of
a specific type, or had been hiding behind his madness from a life in which
no one understood him. And so he possessed the will to decide, before
putting his glasses, cigarettes and radio on the edge of the Roman pool
and jumping in. Most likely, he wasn’t mad in the same way as the rest of
the hospital inmates, he was just tickled by the cheeping of the birds.

No, he was a poet, and also mad like Bahija, borne aloft to the seventh
heaven by the chirping of the birds. 

Translated by Paul Starkey
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EVER SINCE Zayna had said she
wanted to talk, Youssef had been eager
to meet with her. Maybe it was curios-
ity, or maybe it was that strange mag-
netism she had, which made one want
to say yes to anything she asked. After
receiving her message that morning, he
was surprised to find how cagey he was
about their arrangement, especially to-
ward Rahma.

Shortly before the appointed time, he
was standing inside the café taking in
his surroundings. It was a café unlike
anything he’d ever seen before, tucked
away on the first floor of a residential
building in the Zamalek quarter. As
soon as he stepped through the door and had a glance at the interior he
was overcome by a sense of surprise. A pungent smell of incense wafting
incongruously through harsh modernist décor. Suggestive dim lighting that
seemed to allude to all sorts of possibilities. The walls lined all along with
pictures of whirling dervishes, staring back mutely in the murky light.

“I’m here for Zayna Dinari,” he informed the girl at the reception.
She told him to hold on, and within moments Zayna was popping out

of a back room adjoining the management suite. That took him aback, but
he had no opportunity to ask questions, as she instantly swept him up with
that riotous, almost raucous, charisma of hers. As she led him to a table in
what she said was her “favourite corner”, his eyes followed the undulating
lines of her golden mane which swished downward and tapered off like
an arrow pointing to her sculpted waist, just where her cropped top met
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her high-waisted jeans. With every step she took, a pale sliver of bare skin
would show through. 

Youssef felt relieved when they finally took their seats across from each
other at a secluded table and half of her charms vanished from sight under
the red table cloth. He could now redeploy his defences.

“Not a bad place,” he began, just to roll away the initial silence. 
“I was hoping you’d like it. I chose it because it struck me as a cross be-

tween our worlds: your mystical Sufi world and the real world.”
He smiled. “Wh-who said I live in a different world? Besides, this place

couldn’t have less to do with Sufis.”
“You mean, all those dervishes don’t convince you? What about the en-

gravings on the ceiling? And what about the prayer beads dangling from
the lamps – you don’t like them?”

He contemplated these points for a moment and then said: “I like them,
but not because they have a Sufi style. In fact, I don’t believe there’s such
a thing as a ‘Sufi style’. Sufism is a way of being, which can be taken any-
where in the world and to all kinds of people.”

“So you’re not just a virtuoso musician . . .” she broke off as the waiter
came up to them and laid her personal things on the table – her mobile,
her handbag, her slim feminine cigarette case. She quickly took out a cig-
arette, lit up using the candle that sat on one side of the table, and then
asked in a friendly tone: “Would you like to drink something?” 

“Maybe in a little while.”
She blew out a gentle puff of smoke towards him and said: “So, let’s cut

to the chase.”
“O-of course.”
“Tell me about your plans for the future.”
“My ‘plans’! I-I don’t have a blueprint as far as that goes, I’m just looking

for a greater sense of stability and fulfilment. I have an unfinished MA thesis
hanging over me, and then I’d like to find a job at the Academy or the
Opera House. I’m still living off my father’s pension and the way the cost
of living keeps rising that won’t last forever.”

“And what about the Lodge?”
“What about it?” he asked with some surprise. She didn’t respond, so he

went on. “The Lodge is the most important part of my life. It’s also the
topic of my MA thesis. B-but it’s not part of any ‘plan’. I don’t get anything
out of it financially, if that’s what you mean.”

“That’s not exactly what I meant, but I have a proposal relating to the
Lodge which might be of interest to you. It would also release you from
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the need to look for extra income.”
“You mean a business proposal? The Lodge is just a Sufi brotherhood,

though of a special kind, and I’m just one of its disciples. It’s been hardly
24 hours since I was appointed as a mentor over the other disciples.” 

“I’ll explain what I have in mind, but let me start with a little introduc-
tion which may clear up a thing or two.” He nodded encouragingly, so she
continued. “No doubt you’ll have noticed me coming and going at the
Lodge over the last year – attending performances, getting to know people,
spending the odd hour reading or meditating here and there. Sometimes
there’s one or more people with me and we have meetings with Mr Raslan
who heads the administration, or maybe I should say he is the administra-
tion.” 

“Y-yes, I’ve noticed.”
“You’ve probably also wondered why I keep coming around, but you’ve

been too embarrassed to ask me directly even though we’ve known each
other for a few months now and we’ve often talked.”

He blinked with a smile. “Correct.”
“Well, I can now dispel your curiosity. You know me as Zayna Dinari, a

German-Egyptian musician with a special interest in Oriental music. So
far, so unsurprising.”

“So tell me what I don’t know.”
“What you don’t know is that I have an exciting idea about the Mawsili

Lodge which is light years away from the mindset of the current adminis-
tration. I’ve a big dream which would turn this historic monument into a
major hub for musicians all over the world. You can picture it as an inter-
national airport with lines flowing into it from east and west, pulsing out
modern and progressive Oriental music all the way to the ends of the
globe.”

He stared at her. A look of disbelief had crept into his face. “How exactly
is all that supposed to happen? Could you maybe give me s-some more
detail about this plan of yours?”

“It would take a while to go through the details. I have a comprehensive
report which goes over the aims and methods of implementation. But to
give you the big picture, the idea is to turn the Lodge into a global centre
for Oriental pop and jazz which will include a state-of-the-art facility fitted
with the most advanced production methods for manufacturing Oriental
instruments to the highest standard. Controlled raw material, simple mod-
ern designs, electronic enhancements that open up a world of possibilities.
You won’t be able to tell two instruments apart. We won’t just rely on the
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workmen’s skills or natural talents but on standardised procedures and pre-
cise specifications. We’ll also have a production line devoted to electronic
Oriental instruments, using digital technology that works with the latest
applications for musical composition and production. Just picture it, mod-
ern instruments like these will boost the quality of records produced by
the Lodge’s Centre for Oriental Pop and Jazz and take it to an international
level. We’ll take the markets in Europe, Canada and Australia by storm! I’ve
contacts with some of the movers and shakers in the music industry in
Germany, Austria and the UK. We’ll use Oriental music to make inroads
into techno and digital and we’ll have musical scores for Oriental instru-
ments written directly in modern compositions . . .”

“W-whoa, hold your horses! You seem to be getting a little carried away.”
“Why hold my horses? That’s the problem with you people in the East,

you hold off and hold on and never manage to take a single step forward.”
“I mean, we should hold on so we can study the matter properly and

consult Mr Zakir Raslan . . .”
“You think I haven’t already put the idea to him all this time? I’ve spoken

with him more than once, and I met with him in the company of repre-
sentatives from international music agencies who joined forces trying to
persuade him this was a worthwhile project with great market potential. It
was like talking to the deaf.”

“That surprises me. He never brought it up in our conversations.”
“In reality it’s not that surprising. Mr Raslan only looks for a second

opinion in his own mind, that’s if he feels the urge to look for a second
opinion at all.”

“If you wouldn’t mind, Zayna, I’d like to ask where I come into this.”
“Shall we order a coffee first so we can get our minds into gear? What

would you like?” 
“I’ll have a Turkish coffee.”
“They don’t serve Turkish coffee here. Coffee here means espresso and

its derivatives.”
“No Turkish coffee! What do all these poor dervishes drink? I leave the

choice to you.”
“A double espresso and you’ll forget you ever wanted anything else.

Waleed!” Zayna waved the skinny waiter over and he took down the or-
ders. 

Youssef recovered his drift: “I was saying that what’s important to me is
to keep the spirit of the place intact. The Lodge isn’t just some ‘business
project’ we can discuss using detached cost-benefit calculations. The Lodge
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is an Islamic ‘monument’ where people have prayed and worshipped for
centuries, using music for a higher purpose. I-I mean, music is not an end
in itself.”

“Youssef – please. Don’t try to be a carbon copy of your teacher. He rep-
resents a type that’s long passed its expiry date. You’re a musician – a gifted
musician, I might say, with an imagination wide enough to take in the en-
tire world. He’s an old man trapped inside a musty old jellaba that’s been
handed down the generations since time immemorial. There were two rea-
sons I decided to speak to you of all people. One is that you have a passion
for art and you always treat music as a priority. You’re well aware that Ori-
ental music is in its death throes even though it’s the richest form of music
humanity has known. Why, because people have antiquated mentalities and
want to keep it locked up in the underground vaults of time. I don’t believe
you share that mentality.” 

“What about the second reason?” he asked.
She paused for a moment while the waiter set down their drinks. A faint

smile played on her bright face as she flicked the tip of her delicate ciga-
rette. Then she said: “I’ll be honest –because I like you.”

Youssef tried to camouflage his feeling of awkwardness under a sarcastic
smile. “N-no need for flattery,” he said quickly. “I don’t have the power to
give the green light to your dreamy plan.”

“Believe me,” she retorted dryly: “No-one has the power to give red or
green, the juggernaut of civilisation won’t stop at boarded-up stations. It
will crush anything in its path that tries to resist the march of time.” 

He rotated his cup inside its saucer: “You don’t understand Zakir Raslan.
There’s a lot of injustice in what you say about him.” 

“Time will prove to you that there’s no-one who understands him bet-
ter,” she replied quietly. 

His mind drifted as he struggled to find a response. Finally he said:
“Would you like me to speak to him about this?”

“I’ve already spoken with him several times, as I told you, and I’ve prac-
tically given up on him. What I want now is to convince you, so you can
share my dream and my faith in this project – instead of putting your faith
in old wives’ tales about al-Mawsili.”

A slight frown appeared on Youssef ’s face: “I’m sorry, Zayna. My faith in
the brotherhood isn’t up for negotiation. Your project might prove to be a
quantum leap for the Lodge and I’d be delighted if that happened, but on
one condition: that it do no damage to its spiritual core.”

She smiled back at him steadily. “Spiritual. What on earth are you talking
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about? Are you referring to the soul, of all things? Huh. A spooky thinga-
majig you can’t smell or see and you want to make it the ultimate court of
appeal for everything. And when it breaks down, what do we do then?
We’re unable to put things right and we cast about for any old trick and
swaddle it up in a conviction of the last resort.”

“I-it’s not a trick – it’s a fundamental human truth.”
“Sorry. People needed these notions in the dark ages so as to be able to

cope with the obscurity of life. Superstition was an important part of their
culture and those in power used it to keep people in control. All of that
makes sense. What makes no sense is that the East should still be clinging
to its superstitions all the way to the present day.”

“Are you implying that Sheikh al-Mawsili is also one of those supersti-
tions?”

“Why not? Just stop for a moment and think about all the improbable
tales they keep dishing out about him. Doesn’t it make you want to rethink
the question of his existence?”

Youssef hung his head and stared into his empty coffee cup. Then he
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spoke again: “Zayna, let’s agree to disagree – a-and let’s work together to
do what’s best for the Lodge.”

“Wonderful. Let’s pool our energies to help bring about a quantum leap.
Questions about the value of the ‘spiritual core’ and whether or not it
makes sense, I’ll leave to you.”

A short while later, Youssef was taking his leave, with a sense of disquiet
in tow that would stay with him for some time. It was the first time in his
life he’d heard anyone speak so negatively about his teacher, and it had
never once crossed his mind anyone could doubt whether the Sheikh had
even existed. Nobody had also ever made him think about the Lodge in
such brutal practical terms: a stone building comprised of so many physical
spaces that could be put to profitable use, its assets capable of being con-
verted into so many digital platforms. For him, it had always been a place
of worship, a launching pad to the heavens. Just as his teacher had always
been a source of guidance and inspiration. From that moment on, his pic-
ture was shaken and the colour drained from it. 

*

Those who are privy to the hearts of things will tell you what happened
to the stripling ‘Ubada after his feet brought him to Egypt. They’ll tell you
how he took shelter in the Sesame Trading Lodge where foreigners and
traders flock to from all over the land, and how he was hounded and
mocked for sharing his roof, a mere adolescent, with traders and their
households. He would be forced at the time to steal away and seek the
company of four-footed beasts in a stable adjacent to the Lodge, calling
down imprecations on the heads of those who had scorned and humiliated
him. He would make them the subject of a quatrain like those bringing
fame to Persia and Iraq at the time, and the verses would make a nest in
people’s minds. Wretched mendicants at the Lodge would hurl them back
at merchants or money-changers or princes who had doled out abuse to
them. 

Now the year of the famine is sweeping through the land, more implaca-
ble than the Mongols in their passage. Sesame seed becomes an unafford-
able luxury, and the Trading Lodge, once bursting with life, falls to waste.
Then the Sultan orders its founder to be strung up from its massive front
gate and its iron bolt is hammered into his ankle. An evil portent over-
shadows those who dwell in it. But the wretched souls who cluster around
master lute-maker ‘Ubada will count these events among the marvels per-
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formed by the god-fearing youth, and they will spread his spirit-filled po-
etry up and down the districts of Darb al-Ahmar and Jamaliyya. They’ll
say he’s a saint, turning a deaf ear to his protests, and they’ll share his quar-
ters at the woe-struck Lodge and name it after him. 

*

One day, as the moon took over the night shift, the Lodge was empty as
usual from students and devotees. More unusually, the lamps fixed to the
ground in the courtyard were shining brightly, Zakir Raslan having
switched them on on his way out to evening prayer. After prayers were
over, he headed back to the Lodge. This time he was not alone. He had in
his company a structural engineer who always prayed at the Endowments
Mosque. They made their way through streets crouching in the shadow of
clothes lines and tattered billboards. The air was heavy from the whirr of
dusty old air-conditioners. Heaps of rubbish bulged at every corner, making
one gag for air. They walked past rows of houses squashed together, their
façades carved by time and neglect. Like decrepit old women they huddled
together as if waiting for death.

The engineer gasped in amazement as he stepped into the Lodge. It was
beyond his imagination that such beauty could spring forth at the end of
that dark and dreary course. He was bewitched by the sight of the open
courtyard, crowned with a sheet of the purest blue sky. Wasn’t this the same
sky that hung over the dreary streets outside . . .? The question engrossed
his thoughts for a moment before he finally turned to the old man to ex-
press his admiration. The latter gave him time to take in his surroundings
in all their detail.

“What an architectural jewel, Master Zakir – one of its kind!”
“God keep you. As an engineer you’ve got what it takes to appreciate its

special character.”
“You don’t need to be an expert to appreciate it. There’s a strange magic

about it.”
“That’s the spirit of the place. Every place develops its own spirit, de-

pending on the kind of experiences it’s exposed to. These walls have never
looked on a quarrel, over hundreds of years they’ve never heard anyone
raise his voice. Not a drop of blood has been spilled over this ground and
not one person with an evil heart has crossed the threshold. Even mosques
are defiled by people who coming thieving for shoes. This place is different
– God has given it special protection.”
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“Glory be to God, Master. I’m honestly amazed at the sense of peace
one feels the moment one walks through the doorway, even while the
racket carries on outside.”

“This little spot has a direct line to heaven that’s always open, so its walls
don’t strain to listen to the noises made by humankind. That’s why I ask
everyone who graces us with his presence to switch off his mobile, or at
least put it on silent.” 

“Would you like me to do the same?”
“That would be a great kindness on your part.”
The engineer quickly complied. Zakir offered to show him around the

Lodge, and led the way. The devotees practising their rituals had left their
mark in every corner, and he felt their tranquility wafting over to him. He
was dazzled by the workshop, with its distinctive perfume and the different
instruments lying around, some still in parts, others all polished and com-
plete. He was delighted by the detailed commentary Zakir provided at
every chamber they entered and every storeroom in the building. But what
left him spellbound was the chamber where Sheikh al-Mawsili had his rest-
ing place. This was the room in which his precious remains were preserved:
his caftan, his cotton belt, his inkwell and some of his implements, including
the quills made out of eagle feather. But also, most importantly, here were
the various bits of paper he had left behind. The passage of time had left
them stained and their dark edges had frayed, and some of the obscure
symbols traced out on them had faded away. These pieces of paper were
preserved inside a glass chest that was lit up from the interior. 

“What’s all this paper?” the engineer asked in some surprise.
“They’re the Sheikh’s effects – musical scores he pioneered.”
“Did they use musical notation in his time?”
“Our Sheikh was inspired by God. He realised how important his music

was, and he tried to write it down so it could inspire later generations and
ease the way for people searching for God.”

“He was a genius!”
“Very few people have ever seen what’s in this room. But there’s some-

thing else I’d like to show you.”
“Another one of the Sheikh’s effects?”
“Alas, no – it’s the problem I mentioned to you.”
“Of course. Will we have enough light?”
“We have a powerful searchlight which will do the job, don’t worry.”
They went out through the rear gate and circled to the southern façade

of the Lodge. The sounds of the outside world drifted into their hearing –
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cars honking, dogs barking, the lone wailing of a woman. The engineer
groped his way along in the darkness behind Zakir, aided by a spray of
silver light the moon was casting over the uneven ground. In a few mo-
ments, Zakir switched on a roving searchlight and trained its beam on a
distant corner of the southern façade. It brought to view a crack wide
enough to put your fist through, zigzagging upwards all across from the
base of the wall like a creeping plant. The engineer gazed at it in evident
dismay. His face grew rigid as he stuck his fingers into the crack feeling
for its depth. 

“Is there any sign of the crack on the other side?” 
“What other side?”
“I mean on the interior of the wall.” 
“I haven’t noticed anything.”
“Let’s make sure – the crack looks deep.”
As Zakir bent down to retrieve the searchlight, he felt a stab of pain tear

through the disc in his lower back like a searing rod. His face convulsed
and he bent over double in the vice grip of pain. The engineer noticed
and rushed over to support him, propping him up by the armpits. 

“Why must you bend down like that, my dear man!” he implored. “Let
me carry things for you.”

“Don’t give it another thought. For a moment I forgot my doctor’s ad-
vice that I must bend my knees every time I want to pick something up,
even if it’s not especially heavy. The body is weak, my good friend. We
travel through life with defects and sufferings stacked high on our shoul-
ders.”

The engineer raised the searchlight and followed the old man as he tot-
tered unsteadily through the gate. From the inside, the surface of the wall
seemed intact. The engineer ran his hands over it and tapped on it using a
smooth stone he’d picked up outside. Shortly, he held up the searchlight
and began to go over the wall bit by bit in its luminance. Every so often
he’d knock on different points of the wall with the stone. He then began
to point out a number of delicate cracks snaking across the wall, which
seemed to be a continuation of the fissure on the outside. 

“Why don’t you notify the antiquities inspectors about this problem?”
“Please – spare me from that pack of crooks. What do they know about

fixing what’s broken? No-one needs fixing more badly than they do.”
“But they’re the experts, my dear man. This building isn’t made of con-

crete, the kind a civil engineer like myself knows how to handle. It’s made
out of stone and it needs special materials to be repaired.”
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“We’re not talking about repairs yet. All I want from you is an assessment
of the gravity of the situation.”

“It seems grave indeed. The fissure is wide and deep, and it might dete-
riorate very rapidly. These historic buildings rely on their stone walls to
carry the weight, and the blocks of stone are hefty in themselves even if
there’s no additional weight pulling on the structure.”

“Wouldn’t it be possible for you to take on the management of the re-
pairs? Money is no issue. And we can ask for help from foreign experts if
you like. My main concern is to keep a safe distance from archaeological
authorities and their inspectorates.”

The engineer set the searchlight on the ground and said gently: “Please
don’t ask me to take on this responsibility, Master Zakir. We’re in real need
of an expert, and it would be wrong to take shortcuts and try handling a
fissure of this magnitude in a less than professional manner.” 

Zakir smiled with composure. “You’re right,” he said in tones of convic-
tion. “Leave it with me and I’ll handle it in the best way possible. The Min-
istry of Antiquities doesn’t have a monopoly on the experts after all.”

“I wish you every success. Please keep me informed on how things de-
velop, and maybe I can lend a helping hand one way or another.”

“You’ve already been a help, my good friend,” Zakir said as he switched
off the searchlight and began leading the engineer away. “I’m truly grateful
you stopped by, and I’ll update you on developments as they arise.”

At the northern gate, Zakir slid the brass bolt across the door and shook
his visitor’s hand. He thanked the engineer again and they said their good-
byes. Then he went around the courtyard switching off the lamps. The stone
columns were plunged into darkness once again. Bathed in the silver of
the moonlight, they surrendered to a peaceful slumber for a few hours
until daybreak. 

Translated by Sophia Vasalou
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The Lilac Girl
by Ibtisam Barakat

Ilustrated by Sinan Hallak
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Winner of the Sheikh Zayed Book Award 
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Ibtisam Barakat is an award-winning,
Palestinian-American author, poet,
translator, artist and educator, based in
the United States. She publishes in
both English and Arabic; her memoir,
Tasting the Sky: A Palestinian Childhood
(2007), received considerable critical
acclaim and has been translated into
several languages. A further memoir,
Balcony on the Moon, Coming of Age in
Palestine came out in 2016. Her poems,
essays and short stories have appeared
in magazines including World Literature
Today, The Nation, Wasafiri and the
Washington Post. The Lilac Girl is her
sixth book for younger readers. 

About the Book
The Lilac Girl is a magical realism children’s tale, written as a tribute to the life
and work of renowned Palestinian artist Tamam al-Akhal (1935- ). As a young
Palestinian girl, the narrator tells us, Tamam has a deep sorrow in her heart that is
“like the colors of twilight”. This sorrow is her yearning for her childhood home
in Jaffa, from which she has been separated by a disaster and seventy years of dark-
nesss”. Young Tamam finds freedom in the world of art and imagination, creating
beauty from pain and transforming loss in a powerful but simple story that chal-
lenges the injustice of being forced to leave one’s home and not allowed to see it
again. With 32 illustrations by Sinan Hallak.

Published by Tamer Institute for Community Education, Ramallah, Palestine,
2019. ISBN: 9789950270206.



Tamam Al-Akhal loves to paint
her feelings and thoughts
in colors that whisper or shout. 

When she is happy or sad
she paints her happiness in oils
and her pain in watercolors. 
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In Tamam’s heart, 
there’s a sad feeling
that is like the colors of twilight.

It is her heart’s dusk and dawn,
And her longing to go to Yafa
again
and see her childhood home 
where she first learned drawing 
and played with colors and lines. 

But Yafa is far from Tamam. 
It is a Nakba, a Naksa and 
seventy years of darkness away.
One evening Tamam painted 
her old home in her imagination,
and went to visit it.
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When she knocked on the door,
the windows shook, 
and the house trembled.�
The walls told the ceiling,
the kitchen told the bedroom, 
and the front door told the garden:
“After her many years of absence, 
Tamam is home!”

A girl opened the door.
Tamam said the house was 
her old home�
where she had left her 
many childhood memories.
The girl refused to let Tamam come in
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and quickly closed the door in her face.

A green tear fell from Tamam’s eye,
then an orange tear, 
then a blue one. 

Tears of every watercolor 
fell from Tamam’s eyes.
Tamam took a stone from the garden 
of her childhood home. 

Because she could not take
the foundation stone
she named it 
“the sadness stone”.
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She sat in the garden 
and like she did when she was a child
she began painting. 

Now she was painting her old house
on a piece of paper to take back with her

While she was crying and painting 
with her colorful tears,
the colors of the old house began 
to escape 
and to follow Tamam like a breeze 
swirling with autumn leaves,

until the old house became 
the color of leafless trees.

The girl who lived in the house rushed out
and shouted at the colors to come back,

but they went with Tamam 
who loves to play with them.

The only color that remained behind was
a blend of angry red,
sad blue, 
and devastated yellow –
a lilac shade –

that colored the girl and the house and
the city of Yafa all night
from dusk to dawn. 

Translated by the author
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A Kuwaiti writer and photographer
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Criticism from the College of Arabic
Language at the University of Kuwait,
minoring in Philosophy. He started his
literary career as a poet in 2009, and
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and festivals. In 2015, he began writing
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“University Poet and Story Teller” cat-
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I Dream of Being a Cement Mixer
by Hussain Almutawaa
Ilustrated by Walid Taher 

About the Book
In Hussain Almutawaa’s clever and beautifully written narrative Haddam is a little
demolition truck growing up in a loving family. His parents go to work every day
demolishing buildings with their big wrecking balls, but soft-hearted Haddam
doesn’t like to destroy. He dreams of being a cement mixer. He’d rather build
things up instead of breaking them down. After troubles and adventures he finds
he can use his wrecking ball to smooth out cement on the ground. I Dream of
Being a Cement Mixer is an uplifting story, beautifully written, about the power of
friendship, about finding your place in the world, and about realising your dreams
while remaining true to who you are.

Published by Al-Hadaek Group, 2018. ISBN: 9786144391457. 40 pages. 
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TUMBLEDOWN IS a little
truck about as old as you.

You only needed to take one
look at his face to realise what a
sweet and friendly truck he was.

Tumbledown loved his family
to bits, but he had never felt
happy about the work they did. 

And that made them feel a lit-
tle upset.

His dad had often
tried to get him to help
out when they went to
work to knock down a
building.

“Listen to me, my
son,” he once said to
him. “Sometimes in life
things stop being useful.
You then have to knock
them down so you can
build new things in their
place. If we didn’t do
that, someone else

would.”
“So let someone else do it,

Daddy,” Tumbledown replied.
“But then we would be out of

a job. All we know to do is how
to knock things down.”

“I don’t like knocking things
down, I don’t,” Tumbledown
mumbled to himself as he rolled
off chirping and humming, his
mind full of dreams. He

An excerpt from

I Dream of Being a 
Cement Mixer
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One day he would be a cement mixer. 

One day while Tumbledown was rolling down the street, he spot-
ted two diggers and a bulldozer clearing away the rubble from a
building that had just been knocked down.

He purred to a stop and said hello.
“Well, if it isn’t Tumbledown! Nice to see you, dreamer boy. We

hear you want to be a cement mixer some day,” said one of the dig-
gers.

Tumbledown replied, beaming with joy: “That is true!”
“And I want to be a paper plane, ha ha!” the digger guffawed

meanly. 
“Did you hear the one about the crane that became a racing car?”

the bulldozer cackled.
“And did you know I always dreamt of being a fire extinguisher?”

said the second digger. “When I went to apply for the job, they hosed
me down – whoosh!” 

I Dream of Being a Cement Mixer
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By the time these words were out of the digger’s mouth, all the
cars and trucks standing around were laughing at Tumbledown. 

Tumbledown went red as a beetroot and hurried away as fast as his
wheels could carry him. When they could no longer see him, he
burst into tears.

Tumbledown cried harder than he had ever cried before and all
his parts began to judder. 

He didn’t notice that the big wrecking ball that hung from the end
of one his long arms had started swinging wildly back and forth.

He could hardly see through his tears, but when he dried his eyes
and looked up, he saw two smashed-up cars in front of him. Great
big cracks had appeared in the buildings all around him where his
iron ball had landed.

He felt very embarrassed and quickly sputtered away.

by Hussain Almutawaa
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As he was rambling along, he came across a group of children
standing in a circle around a clown who was putting on a show and
doing magic tricks that made everyone laugh.

He felt curious, so he stopped for a moment to watch. Soon he
started to enjoy the show, and finally a smile spread over his face.

In the next trick, the clown tried to grab hold of a duck, but the
duck kept slipping away from him and hiding inside one of the legs
of his trousers. Everyone burst out laughing, and Tumbledown also
laughed with delight. He laughed so hard he almost fell over. At that
moment his big iron ball began to swing, and it would have smashed
up everything around him if he hadn’t managed to steady it just in
time, though not before it had destroyed a traffic light and a tree. 

And so the days passed . . . 

When Tumbledown felt sad and cried, he smashed everything
around him to pieces.

When he felt happy and laughed, he smashed everything around
him to pieces.

When he felt calm he was filled with regret about all the things he
had smashed to pieces while he was sad or happy. 

At school, things were not any better.
A number of pupils made fun of him and laughed at his big dream.

Finally he couldn’t take it anymore. He slammed his iron ball into
the ground and stomped angrily out of the front gate, swearing to
himself he would never ever go back.

He rushed to the library and began reading every book he could
find about how to mix cement.

Then he went to where the mechanics and the ironsmiths worked
and he started asking them questions. He got different replies from

I Dream of Being a Cement Mixer
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sible but hard.” And yet others said: “It’s all quite simple, actually.”

Tumbledown spent several days zooming between the library and
the workshops with great enthusiasm. But after all those days, he was
still at the same place as he had started.

Finally, his dad called him for a heart-to-heart. “My dear son,” he
said to him gently,“the reason we have the special shape and powers
we have is that we were made to knock things down. That’s our na-
ture and nobody can change it, not you and not I. All we can do is
accept it and try to live with it.”

Tumbledown decided it was time to give in. He finished his studies
and then set to work knocking down buildings. 

Translated by Sophia Vasalou

by Hussain Almutawaa
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The Dinoraffe
by Hessa Al Muhairi 

Illustrated by Sura Ghazwan 

About the Book
An egg has hatched, and what comes out of it? A chicken? No. A turtle? No, it’s
a dinosaur. But where is his family? The little dinosaur sets off to look for his fam-
ily, searching the animal kingdom for someone who looks like him. He meets
plenty of different animals, but none like him . . . until he meets the giraffe and
the giraffe family. This picture book explores identity and difference, belonging,
and acceptance, in carefully crafted and accessible language.

Publisher: Al Hudhud Publishing and Distribution, (UAE), 2017.
ISBN: 9789948232728. 32 Pages. Original Title: al-dinoraf. 
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IT WAS a gusty spring night,
and a big egg lay perched on
top of a hill.  A strong wind
blew up, and before long, the
egg was rolling at great speed
toward the bottom of the hill. It
rolled and it rolled until finally it came to a fence that surrounded a
farm. Then it kept on rolling until at last it stopped next to a
chicken’s nest.

As the sun’s golden rays ap-
peared, and as the rooster
crowed to greet the new day,
the big egg hatched, and out
popped the head of a little
green creature.

It was a dinosaur!

The Dinoraffe



The dinosaur looked around and saw the hen sitting on her eggs.
Laying his head next to her warm feathers, he smiled and said:
“Mama!”

Surprised, the hen looked down at the green creature next to her
and said: “I’m not your mama!”

“Look at my body,” the hen went on. “It’s covered with feathers. I
have wings and a beak. And I only have two legs, but you have four!”

The dinosaur looked at the hen, his little eyes filled with confusion.
He stretched back his long neck and searched his body for feathers,
but he didn’t find any. He didn’t find wings or a beak, either. Then
he looked at his legs, and sure enough, he had four!  

“So, then,” the little dinosaur exclaimed, “where is my mama?”
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The hen said: “Well, there’s a turtle who lives not far from here.
Ask her. Maybe she’ll know the answer, since she lays eggs, too.”

So the dinosaur left the farm to look for his mother, even though
he didn’t know what she looked like, or what colour she was.  He
kept walking until he came to a grassy place with rocks scattered
here and there. 

He passed a puddle and took a drink, and as he looked at his re-
flection on the water’s surface, he paused for a moment and said
sadly: “I wonder if I look like my mama?”

After searching for some time, he found the turtle. She had just
laid her eggs, and was covering
them with earth to protect
them until it was time for them
to hatch. The dinosaur thought
to himself: I think the turtle
must be my mama! Her face
seems to look like mine, and
she has legs like mine too!

The dinosaur went up to the
turtle, crying out: “You’re my
mama!”

Turning ever so slowly to look at the dinosaur, the turtle said:
“Who? Me?”

The dinosaur replied: “Yes. I came out of an egg. And you have
eggs too!”

The turtle replied: “That might be so, my little one. But you don’t
have a hard shell the way we do. And your neck is long. Besides, my
eggs are small, and you are big.”

The dinosaur craned his long neck backward to see whether he
had a shell or not, and he didn’t find one. He remembered the big
egg he had come out of. He remembered it was a different colour.
Sadness appeared in his eyes, and he hung his head, murmuring:
“Where is my mama, then? Why did she leave me all alone?”

The turtle felt sorry for the poor little dinosaur and said: “There’s
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an alligator who lives near here. Ask him. He might know the answer,
since his skin is rough like yours.”

The little dinosaur felt happy and he went running to look for the
alligator, imagining what he would look like and what colour he
would be. He walked and walked for a long way until the sun was
about to set. When the dinosaur reached the riverbank, he found the

alligator lying there with his eyes closed.  When the dinosaur saw
that the alligator was green in colour and his skin was rough, he
smiled. He felt sure he had found home.

The dinosaur went up quietly beside the alligator. The alligator
noticed the dinosaur and said: “Who are you?”

“Aren’t you my mama?” asked the dinosaur, feeling happy.
The alligator replied: “Well, if you can dive under water like me,

then you belong to my family.”
The dinosaur thought for a while and then rushed to the river and

jumped in. To his surprise he found he could not swim. He splashed
and sputtered and almost drowned!

The alligator rushed to save the dinosaur, nudging him out of the
river with his long snout. The dinosaur went on coughing until he
brought up all the water he had swallowed. 

Then he said: “I can’t dive like you. I am not an alligator. So who
is my mama?”

The alligator replied: “I don’t know. Anyway, pardon me, but I have
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to leave you now. The sun will go down soon.”
The dinosaur watched the alligator swim away down the river.

Then he started walking again to dry himself off.
Night fell, covering everything with its black robe.
The little dinosaur was tired and hungry.
He decided to eat some leaves off a tree.
The little dinosaur ate a little, and then he wrapped a big leaf round

himself to keep warm in the cold night.
He felt so, so lonely!
He gazed up at the moon, thinking about his family, until his eyes

fell shut, a tear trickling down his little cheeks. Then he fell fast
asleep! 

The little dinosaur dreamed he was playing with friends who
looked like him.

The next morning the dinosaur woke up and felt sad. He realized
his happiness had been just a dream. So he continued his journey,
not knowing where he was going.

As he wandered about, he saw a tail peeking out of the grass.
He touched the tail with trembling hands, and a kangaroo stuck

its head out in surprise.
“Who are you?” asked the kangaroo.
The dinosaur said: “I’m looking for my family, and I think I’ve

found them. See? Our tails look alike!”
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The kangaroo laughed and said: “But do you have a pouch like
mine to carry your children in?”

The dinosaur looked curiously at the baby kangaroo in his
mother’s pouch. Then he looked down at his tummy to see if he had
a pouch too.

But he didn’t!
So on the little dinosaur went, sadder than ever.
He kept thinking: Where could my mother be? And my family,

where could they be?
While the dinosaur was walking along, deep in thought, a coconut

came rolling towards him.
He looked to see where the coconut had come from and found

some animals chasing after it.
The dinosaur smiled broadly when he noticed their long necks.

Their necks looked like his!
He said to himself happily: I

think this is my family!
He joined in their game, his

heart jumping for joy.
The mother giraffe watched

them from a short distance
away.  She came up and asked
tenderly: “And who is this new

The Dinoraffe



little friend?”
The dinosaur replied bash-

fully: “I came out of an egg like
a chicken.  I eat grass like a tur-
tle. I have green skin like an al-
ligator. I have a tail like a
kangaroo’s. And I have a neck
that’s long like yours. I’ve
looked all over for my family,
but I haven’t found them.”

“I don’t even know my name
or who I am!”

The mother giraffe approached the dinosaur, and said to him very
gently: “You, my little one, are a dinosaur. But don’t worry. We are
happy for you to join us.  So, welcome to the giraffe family. From
now on we’ll call you Dinoraffe!”

Translated by Nancy Roberts
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Hatless
by Lateefa Buti 

Illustrated by Duha al-Khatib

Winner of the Sheikh Zayed Book Award 
for Children’s Literature 2017 

About the Book
The main character is a young girl named Hatless who lives in the City of Hats,
where all people are born wearing hats covering their heads and faces. Their world
is dark, silent, and odourless and Hatless feels trapped inside her hat. She wants to
take it off but is afraid until she realizes that the frightening things will still be there
whether she takes it off or not. So she takes her hat off and rejoices in a new world
and beautiful surroundings, but is shunned by everybody. Undeterred, she finds a
way of getting everybody to take off their hats and embrace the world, improving
her own life and those of her fellow citizens. A beautifully written and illustrated
story that encourages independent thinking, innovation and creativity.

Published by Seedan Media, January 2015. ISBN 9789996653186. 19 pages.
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IN THE City of Hats, people
were born with hats that cov-
ered their heads and their faces
– hats of all different shapes,
colours and sizes.

One day a little girl was born
in the City of Hats. Just like
everybody else, she was born
with a hat that covered her head
and her face.

When the little girl with the
hat got a little older, she asked
herself: “What is there outside
the hat?” 

“Is it dark out there the  way
it is inside the hat?

“Are there sounds out there
for me to hear? Or is it silent
out there, the way it is under my
hat? Are there smells other than
the smell of the hat that I
breathe in every day?”

She said to herself: “If there
isn’t anything, then there must
be a big hat that covers every-
thing. I’m going to lift my hat
up a little bit to see . . .”

Hatless



She thought: “There might be
something scary outside the hat!
But if there is, it will be there
even if the hat is on my head!”

“And then again, maybe there
isn’t anything! I’ll give it a try.”

Ever so slowly, the little girl
lifted up her hat. She smelled
the roses and the grass. She
smelled the wet earth.

When she lifted her hat a little
bit more, she saw a bright
moon. Around it she saw stars
twinkling and dancing in the
sky. “Wowwww!” she whis-
pered.

She took the hat off com-
pletely.

She heard trees rustling in the
breeze.

She heard birds stirring in
their nests.

When the morning sun came
up, the hatless girl cried: “What
a beautiful, colourful world!” 

“What a beautiful world!!”
When everyone saw her

without a hat, they cried: “You’re different from us now! You have to
leave the City of Hats!”

Hatless felt sad because the people didn’t know there was a beautiful
world outside their hats. So she asked them to let her stay because
she was going to make herself a new hat. They thought for a bit. Then
they said: “We agree!”

So Hatless wove herself a new hat. It was a hat which let her see
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the light of the moon and the
sun. It let her hear the murmur
of the water and the singing of
the birds. It let her smell the
roses and other flowers.

After she had finished making
her hat, Hatless invited people
to try it on.

So they did. One by one, they
put the new hat on under their
own hats. They wanted to make
sure the new hat was sturdy
enough. Then they took off
their own hats.

And when they took off their own hats they saw a bright, magical
world.

“What a hat!” they whispered. “What a hat!”
What a hat!
Now everybody wanted to try on the new hat.
Hatless said to them: “Underneath all of your hats is a hat like mine.”
They lifted their hats little by

little until they were all hatless!
From that time on, people

were not born with hats on
their heads anymore. The peo-
ple of the city celebrated by
tossing their hats into the air in
salute to Hatless, whose courage
had helped them discover a
beautiful, colourful world.

Translated by Nancy Roberts
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BASSEM WOKE up unusually early
that day. The cock hadn’t yet crowed
when he got out of bed. He looked
around him and listened to the silence
that reigned in the room, punctuated
sporadically by his father’s snoring. His
mother was still asleep in bed along-
side his younger sister Suad. His
brothers, Ahmad and Suheil, lay on
the mattress on the floor next to his
bed. His father, Munif, was asleep in
his own bed by the window looking
out on the garden. The bedroom held
the whole family. Next to it was the
large room called the sitting-room,
where the family received guests.

Bassem didn’t know what time it
was. He felt his way to the bathroom, then out to the large terrace, where
he sat on the sofa there, which was damp from the night air. He knew he
was up before the cockcrow that marked the break of dawn. Seated on the
sofa, he looked up and felt the gentle breeze that blew from the direction
of the garden. He rubbed his eyes to wipe away the traces of the tears that
he couldn’t hold back. Bassem knew he hadn’t slept that night. He had
spent most of the night tossing and turning in bed and maybe for the first
time had felt that the night was long, longer than he had experienced be-
fore. In fact, maybe he felt the night had been darker than other nights,
darker even than the pitch dark he had lived in since he had come into

An excerpt from 
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the world. The night drawing to a close had been long and hard. It was the
last night he would sleep in his own bed with his brothers beside him. The
house, every corner of which he knew by heart, had long been dear to
him, as well as the large porch and the terrace, as they called it, where he
spent many days and nights, especially in summer, relishing the first hours
of the morning, the sunset and nightfall.

Bassem sat alone on the sofa, his heart wrenched by an unfamiliar sadness,
the sadness of farewell or of parting, because today the local mayor would
come and take him to an institute for the blind in the suburbs of the capital
Beirut. At noon that day he would leave his family, his house, his garden,
and the village whose open spaces had been the playgrounds of his child-
hood. Starting at noon he would enter a new world and live a life of which
he knew nothing, except the little he had heard from the mayor who had
visited the family to convince his mother that her son should go to the
institute. His father was already fully persuaded that the institute would
change the life of his thirteen-year-old son for the better. In his heart his
father felt that Bassem had wasted many years without learning any special
skills or having lessons designed for the blind. He was certain that his son
was very intelligent and capable of learning. But his mother, Bahiya,
couldn’t bear the idea of parting with her blind son. She couldn’t imagine
Bassem living away from home. She had been very attached to him since
he was born and gave him plenty of sympathy and kindness. Bassem was
at the centre of her life. Bassem’s sister and brothers didn’t receive the same
care and attention as Bassem. But they weren’t envious of him, because he
was their eldest brother and blind, and they felt for him in secret, especially
when they realised they would move ahead of him in many ways, except
for his ability to remember and his patience when listening to the books
read to him, primarily the Qur’an.

At first Bahiya had refused to let him leave home and go to the institute
because she thought he would become a child of the institute, rather than
her child, and that his life there would prevent him coming back to the
family. The mayor found it hard to persuade her, but in the end she agreed,
out of deference to Bassem’s wishes and the insistence of her husband, who
was aware of her strong bond to her blind son and didn’t want to break
that bond. His mother suffered inside without showing her pain in front
of her children. She thought she was the reason for the disease her son had
inherited. When Bassem was born no one knew he was blind. Even Umm
Ibrahim, the midwife who delivered Bassem at home, hadn’t realised he
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was blind. He was a healthy baby with a cheerful face and full of vigour.
Within a few days he was quick to seek out his mother and suckle on her
breast. Whenever she put him in his cot, he would give a little smile. The
smile delighted his mother and then his father and then the midwife when
she visited the family a few days later to check on their first-born child,
because babies don’t usually smile in their first week. The smile was a beau-
tiful surprise and everyone expected it to be a good omen. Soon everyone
agreed to call the baby Bassem, or “smiler”. He had been born smiling so
how could he not be called Bassem? His mother didn’t notice that he
couldn’t see: his eyelids blinked like ordinary eyelids and his eyes moved
left and right. But what puzzled her was a small amount of white liquid
that seeped from his eyes and gathered on his eyeballs. All she could do
was clean it away every day, just as she cleaned the baby’s face and the rest
of his body. 

For poor families the midwife stood in for a doctor and took care of
children until they were a month old. So she was Bassem’s doctor as the
baby rapidly grew. Within two months winter began to encroach. Baby
Bassem caught a cold and had a temperature. His mother had to take him
to the paediatrician in the neighbouring village. The village women visited
this doctor when their children fell ill. When the doctor examined Bassem
he realised immediately that he had a bad cold. He reassured Bassem’s par-
ents about the cold, but then he noticed with dismay the white substance
that gathered around the baby’s eyes. He waved his fingers in front of the
baby’s eyes and noticed that they didn’t respond. They did move but they
didn’t appear to be seeing. The doctor was suspicious but didn’t bring up
the subject with Bassem’s parents. He suggested that as soon as Bassem’s
health improved they take him to an eye clinic in the southern town of
Sidon. He wrote a report and gave it to them to present to the doctor who
would examine the baby. Three days later the cold had gone, Bassem’s tem-
perature had subsided and he had recovered his smile and his usual vigour,
and was making baby noises again. Bassem’s parents made an appointment
with one of the doctors at the clinic and took him there. At the clinic the
nurse took Bassem from Bahiya, carried him into a back room and asked
his parents to wait while Bassem had his eyes tested. They waited about
half an hour. Bahiya was very anxious and Munif tried to calm her down.
Then the nurse brought the baby out and told Munif the doctor wanted
to speak to him in private. Bahiya hugged Bassem tight, rocked him and
stroked his head. 

Munif was shocked when the doctor told him that Bassem couldn’t see. 
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“I’m sorry to give you this painful news,” the doctor said. “The baby was
born blind, but we’ll do some more tests to find out more about his con-
dition and establish the reason that lies behind it. It’s probably a hereditary
condition. Have there been any blind people in your family or your wife’s
family?”

“Not that I know of,” said Munif. “At least, there aren’t any blind people
in my family.” But then he added quickly: “Oh . . . yes, my wife’s grandfather
was blind.” 

“Bring the baby back in a week and I’ll take him to the hospital for some
more rigorous tests,” the doctor said, as he stood up and fetched two small
bottles of medicine from a cupboard. “Put two drops in the baby’s eyes
three times a day and bring him back in a week. Your baby’s in good health
but unfortunately he can’t see. Try to tell your wife gently because it’s
bound to be a great shock to her. She’s a mother and you know how moth-
ers are.”

Munif left the room, his face downcast, but soon suppressed his sadness,
smiled and kissed baby Bassem so that Bahiya wouldn’t be suspicious, and
they left for home.

Back home Bahiya set about putting the drops in Bassem’s eyes in the
belief that it would get rid of the rheum in his eyes. Munif was troubled
and sad. At night he went out on the terrace and cried to himself as silently
as he could. He was anxious, very anxious. How could he tell his wife
about the baby? How could he confront her with the truth?

Soon after coming back from seeing the doctor, one evening Munif went
to the home of his elder brother Abbas. The house was nearby, on the edge
of their farmland, which was their livelihood. When Munif entered the
house, Abbas was surprised to see him so gloomy and troubled.

“What’s the matter, brother?” he asked.
Munif sat on the sofa and started to sob. Abbas’s wife heard him crying

and came in to find out what was wrong. 
“What’s the matter, brother?” Abbas asked again. He got up from his

chair and went over to Munif.
“Terrible news, brother. Really terrible,” Munif said and carried on cry-

ing.
“What is it? Tell us. Stop crying and tell us. What is this terrible news?”
“It’s Bassem, brother, Bassem.”
“What’s wrong with him? Has he had a fall? Is he ill? My wife was at

your place just two hours ago and the baby was fine.”
“No one but me knows about it, brother. Even my wife doesn’t know.”
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“Tell me. I can’t take it any longer.”
“He’s blind. Bassem’s blind. He was born blind. He can’t see. A blind

child!” cried Munif, weeping and groaning, bemoaning his luck and the
luck of his child.

The news hit Abbas and his wife like a thunderbolt. His wife started cry-
ing in turn. The news was very painful to hear: Bassem was Munif ’s first
child and to have one’s first child born blind was unbelievable. What a fate!
Everyone fell silent as if struck speechless. Even Abu Bassem was speechless
after he stopped crying. Except for the gurgling of baby Zeinab, who was
playing on the carpet, the silence was total. 

A few moments later, Munif looked up and wiped away the last of his
tears. “I came to you to find a way we can tell Bahiya about it,” he said in
a trembling voice. “I can’t tell her alone, but she has to know, and she’ll
find out sooner or later.”

Abbas and his wife still said nothing, the shock was so great. The two
brothers were very close. They worked together, spent the evenings to-
gether and their houses were like a single house. When Bassem was born,
both houses were overjoyed and both households thought of Bassem as
their child. Abbas and Munif were the only members of the family who
hadn’t left the village for Beirut. Their other three brothers had decided to
move to the city after growing bored with the farming business. From there
the youngest had gone to the Ivory Coast in Africa to work with his wife’s
relatives.

All three of them looked very disturbed. Umm Zeinab said she would
never dare tell her sister-in-law about it. She would never be able to do
such a thing and couldn’t bear to see her sister-in-law, who was like a sister
to her, scream and sob and faint. Even Abbas said he wouldn’t be able to
handle such a situation. The three of them agreed to look for the right way
to tell Bahiya the truth. 

Three days passed without them coming to a solution. They were very
worried about the immediate effect the news would have on Bahiya. She
might collapse in a faint. She might start screaming. But they decided to
tell her, whatever happened. The baby would need more tests in three days’
time and then his mother was bound to find out.

When Abbas and his wife arrived at Munif ’s house, Bahiya greeted them
with Bassem in her arms. They sat on the sofa. Bahiya called her husband,
who was in the kitchen, and he came and sat close to them. The three of
them nodded to each other, giving Abbas permission to speak. Abbas hes-
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itated and then turned to address Bahiya, who sat on a chair, leaving Bassem
in his cot. Abbas told her the truth calmly and slowly. He broke the news
little by little to reduce the shock. He told her that when the doctor took
Munif aside in the clinic he had told him the baby had poor eyesight and
needed treatment. When Bahiya heard this, she rose from her seat in distress,
as if her maternal intuition told her it was something more terrible. She
suddenly remembered how her husband had been alone with the doctor,
though she hadn’t paid much attention at the time. 

She went over to Abbas and said: “Tell me. What’s the story of this poor
eyesight? Are you telling the truth or are you hiding something worse from
me?” She started weeping profusely. Munif stood up, held her in his arms
and started to cry too. Umm Zeinab cried too: she couldn’t hold back her
tears. Even Abbas cried. “Bassem can’t see, Bahiya,” said Munif. “Bassem,
our child, can’t see.” His voice shook and his crying grew louder. Bahiya
couldn’t believe what they had told her. She shrieked and started to wail
and sob. Then she collapsed onto the sofa. Her sister-in-law fetched a bottle
of rose water and sprinkled some on her face. Bahiya came around but
soon fainted again. All Umm Zeinab could do was sprinkle more rose water
and stroke her head until she came around again, in a daze and in torment,
sobbing quietly. Umm Zeinab helped her lie down on the sofa and sat be-
side her, while Abbas and Munif sat on a sofa opposite. All of them except
Bahiya were silent. She was weeping and sobbing. She looked at her baby
and cried. 

Umm Zeinab didn’t leave Bahiya that evening. She stayed up all night,
keeping watch by her side. Bahiya spent the night crying and didn’t doze
off until dawn, when fatigue finally overcame her. When she woke in the
morning, she looked around and saw her son playing in his cot. She tried
to get up but couldn’t. Her sister-in-law helped her into the bathroom.
When she came back and sat on the sofa, she burst into tears again. “Why
my son?” she asked in a broken voice. “Bassem. Why Bassem? I wish I had
lost my sight, not him.” Her husband sat near her and tried to console her.
“It’s the will of God. It’s the will of God,” he said.

Bahiya was so frail that she lay in bed for days, nursed by her sister-in
law, who never left her. She wept, held her baby to her breast and wept.
Weeping became her constant companion, by day and by night. Bahiya
cried endlessly, although she knew crying was pointless and wouldn’t help
her baby to see. 

A month after the shock Bahiya rose from her torpor. One morning she
woke up full of resolve. She performed her prayers and decided to put this
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painful episode in her life behind her and open a new page. She told herself
that from now on she wouldn’t consider her son to be blind. “I’ll be at his
service to help him overcome all the difficulties he faces,” she said. Bahiya
thanked God for the strength He had given her that morning and felt that
she had come back to life again. She looked forward to having more chil-
dren to be brothers or sisters for Bassem. That morning she felt at peace
with the world. She set about organising the household, ignoring her sad-
ness and trusting in the will of God.

On the terrace, Bassem sat on the sofa where he had long been accus-
tomed to sit alone, especially when his brothers and sister went off to the
village school. He felt rather tired after his sleeplessness the previous night.
He hadn’t sleep well during what he had told himself was his last night at
home. Today a new life would begin, or rather another life of which he
knew little. He had tears in his eyes but he decided not to cry, especially in
front of his mother, so as not to make her sadder than she was. A gentle
autumn breeze began to blow, brushing his face. How can I part with this
breeze, our village breeze, he wondered. “How can I part with the smell of
the flowers, the trees and the grass? How can I live without the evenings
chatting on this sofa when the air is mild and fresh? And the fields, how
could I leave them, the fields that have opened their arms to me since I
was young, where I went for walks with my friends? And the river, who
could take my place sitting on the banks and listening to the babbling of
the water?”

Bassem had thought about all these things all night. He couldn’t imagine
living away from the village, without the images he had formed through
his senses without seeing them with his eyes. Was morning in the city like
the moist, fragrant mornings in his village? Was night in the city like the
moonlit summer nights on the terrace? Bassem loved the moon even
though he had never seen it. He would ask his family and friends to tell
him about it, how silver it was and about all the forms it took. He imagined
the moon as a crescent, as they sometimes described it to him. When there
was once a lunar eclipse he felt slightly sad and kept asking his mother
when the moon would reappear. He couldn’t quite take in what it meant
to have a lunar eclipse or how it happened, and his mother couldn’t explain
it to him.

When the cock crowed Munif got up and expected to see Bassem in
bed, hoping they could wash and perform the dawn prayers together. When
he didn’t find him he went to the terrace and Bassem was there, getting
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up from the sofa. They said their prayers and sat outside. His father was
drinking coffee, which he had made himself so as not to wake up his ex-
hausted wife. She hadn’t slept well, either, he had noticed her tossing and
turning in bed during the night. The night had been hard for Munif and
Bahiya as well as for Bassem. The day would be even harder because it
would be time to say their farewells.

Minutes later Bahiya got up to pray. It wasn’t fully light yet and there
were still streaks of darkness in the house. She made breakfast and put it
on the table outside, and the three of them sat down to eat. Bahiya couldn’t
swallow anything. She had a lump in her throat. Munif didn’t have the
breakfast he usually had before going out to the fields as he wasn’t going
to work that day. He would wait for the mayor to drive over at noon to
take Bassem to the institute. The three of them sat there almost silent. What
could they talk about? Bassem was going away, leaving a huge void in the
life of the family, especially in the life of his mother. The idea of leaving
was very hard. Bahiya hadn’t adapted to it, nor his father, his brothers or
his sister. Could this boy, who had spent thirteen years among them and
had been their main preoccupation, leave them so suddenly? Could
Bassem’s mother brace herself to part with her blind son, who was the
apple of her eye? How could she prepare herself?

Who will look after my son, she thought. Who will prepare his meals?
Who will wash his clothes? She didn’t have a clear idea about the institute
where the blind children lived. She was worried her son might be lonely
there and no one would be kind to the young boy. She was worried he
wouldn’t find anyone to talk to, since he preferred to keep himself to him-
self.

Two days earlier Munif had told her: “Don’t worry. Life in the institute
will be better than here. Bassem will learn things, and that’s his dream and
our dream. We’ll have to harden our hearts for his sake. You know how
much he loves to listen to people reading, how much he loves books and
listening to stories. We’ll have to set our emotions aside so that he can find
his own way in the world. The institute will be like a second home to him.
When I went with the mayor to enrol him the principal took us around
the facilities. You can’t imagine how well the blind children live there.
They’re all ages. There are some children six years old. Imagine. There are
playgrounds, gardens, reading rooms and modern equipment. There’s a
clinic. In the institute Bassem will live as part of a community, with his
friends. He’ll get a qualification and find a job. He’ll fulfil his desire to read
stories and books, which he will love. He won’t be beholden to anyone
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for any favours. He’ll be able to read for himself and won’t need anyone to
read to him.” 

Munif was referring to the big white books with raised dots on the pages
that the principal had shown him at the institute. She had explained that
blind people could read them with their fingers. His father hadn’t quite
grasped the concept of reading with your fingers or how those books
worked, but he pretended to understand and acted impressed. But the only
thing that upset him was when the principal suddenly criticised him while
she was showing him around. “It’s rather late to bring your son to the in-
stitute,” she said. “Here blind children his age have already made plenty of
progress with academic work, vocational work and sport. I wish you had
brought him years ago and then he would have had plenty of time to learn.
Now his classmates will be younger than him, but it doesn’t matter. We’re
all friends here and the institute is like one big family.” 

Munif had also told Bahiya not to forget that they would be paying very
little for his board and tuition fees at the institute. “It’s free, and financed
by many organisations,” he had explained. “We have just to buy him his
clothes and give him some pocket money so he feels he can buy what he
likes from the shop at the institute.”

Abu Bassem rose from his chair, smiled despite himself and turned to
Bassem. “You’ll be a man, my son, as I always taught you to be. You’re thir-
teen years old but you’re more mature than the other boys in the neigh-
bourhood. You may be young but you can take responsibility. From now
onwards you’ll be responsible for yourself. At the institute you’ll learn and
master a vocation, whatever it might be – a vocation that you choose. You’ll
read lots of things there, my boy. They’ll teach you how to read for yourself
and you’ll also be able to write, the principal told me. One day you might
be able to write down the stories that you make up in your head and tell
to your brothers and friends here.”

Translated by Jonathan Wright
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